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THE ALL-NEW BMW X3 M40i.
The All-New BMW X3 exceeds in every sense of the word. It does it all, does it BIG
and then some more. The already amazing SAV comes with the intelligent all-terrain
xDrive in its baseline model. It then goes to new extremes with M Performance
tuning in its highest configuration, which launches this beast from 0-100km/h in 4.8
seconds. For more details on the all-new, locally assembled BMW X3, please visit the
nearest Bavarian Auto Group dealership.

Call Center: 19269
www.bmw-eg.com
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New Heights for Memar el Morshedy
Memaar Al Morshedy are successfully questioning conventions of building mixed-use developments in Egypt,
garnering them international recognition as real estate trailblazers.
Constructing the biggest residential building in
the world, which looks like nothing else in
Egypt, epitomizes Memaar Al Morshedy
CEO, Hassan el Morshedy vision for his company. “I want our projects to be diﬀerent,” he
says. “Skyline perfectly embodies this.” Such
innovation led Harvard University to invite Al
Morshedy and his father, who founded the
company, to make two keynote speeches as
the Arab Conference at Harvard in April. They
are the first Egyptian company to be invited to
said event. “This is a truly crowning moment for us,” says el Morshedy. Memaar Al Morshedy also sponsor the event
Memaar Al Morshedy was founded in 1983. At the time, they pioneered the idea of combining residential
units with administrative and commercial facilities. They are also among a handful of local real estate pioneers
with a portfolio of projects ranging from economy housing to premium developments.
Skyline is the company’s current flagship. “We have built similar complexes in terms of concept. Now we are looking
scale up,” says Al Morshedy. Skyline is a single, 3,500 residential unit, building erected on 200,000 square
meters. It has all the amenities that residents want, including retail outlets, green areas within the complex, entertainment facilities and the world’s largest rooftop pool. “Once completed, it would hold the Guinness World Record as
the largest residential building in the world,” says Al Morshedy.

International Recognition

The invite to speak at the Arab Conference at Harvard
is an acknowledgment of Memaar Al Morshedy outof-the-box, and relevant, solutions in real estate. “It is
a validation for the entire team,” says Al Morshedy.

“My keynote will revolve around innovation in real
estate, and how it contributed to our success.”

For him, the huge benefit of being involved in the
event is exposure to around 5,000 international attendees expected to be at the conference. “The biggest

benefits will be the connections and collaborations we will secure with international players,”

says Al Morshedy. “It can be a great opportunity for
us to secure partnership agreements there.”

The Next Step

The company’s next development will be on the North
Coast, built over 1,000 acres in the Golden Triangle
area, close to the New Administrative Capital. “It
would not be big villas and fancy apartments,” says
Al Morshedy. “I want it to be more functional, but
with an edge.” The project is currently being designed
by the same team as the one that worked on Skyline.
Memaar Al Morshedy is also developing a new generation of showrooms with holograms, virtual reality,
and augmented reality. “These showrooms will take

visitors on an interactive tour of our develop-

ments,” says Al Morshedy. In 2019, three of these
showrooms will be opened. “We are also planning
to hire 100 people in our sales team this year.”

Fundamentally Strong Market

Despite rising unit prices due to higher construction
costs, Memaar Al Morshedy saw sales grow by 25
percent in 2018. “Almost all major developers
saw record-high increases last year,” says Al
Morshedy.
This has been down to Egypt’s strong fundamentals.

“We are a fast-growing population with half of
them youth. They will likely be looking for homes
when they get married,” says Al Morshedy. Another
plus is relevant government policies. “The government
is working heavily in the New Administrative
Capital. We still don’t have anything there, but we
are looking into the opportunities over
there,” he says. “Overall, I am
very optimistic.”

azha.life
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Madaar Developments:
The Art of Developing
Landmarks

A

s Madaar Development is approaching delivering
their landmark development Azha, a beachside
resort on the last naturally-sandy beach in Ain
Sokhna, it is looking at new opportunities for its next
landmark development. Madaar contracted iCommunity
to develop a mobile app for the complex, making it the
ﬁrst resort in Ain Sokhna developed from day one to be
a smart beachside resort. “People will be able to live in
the complex by the end of 2019, as all the facilities will be
up and running and online by then,” says Maged Salah,
Madaar Chief Executive Ofﬁcer.
Azha is built on 400 acres comprising 3,000 residential
units and 2,600 hotel rooms. The resort has several swimming pools as well as three man-made lakes contracted
to renowned specialists Crystal Lagoon. “They are still
under construction, but will be ready by the time owners
take delivery of their units and they extend over 10 km
water front,” says Salah.
As of the end of 2018, half of the project had been sold
with 400 fully ﬁnished units to be delivered in the ﬁrst
delivery phase by the end of 2019. “These units will
include a fully prepped kitchen and AC units in each
room,” says Salah.
The other landmark development that Madaar has is the
Azhalife Clubhouse within the Azha complex. To celebrate its inauguration, the clubhouse will hold events
throughout the Easter break; Visitors will enjoy many and
diverse family-friendly, fun-ﬁlled events. “Azhalife
Clubhouse is the heart of entertainment at Azha project,”
says Salah. “We designed it to cater to the needs of all
our residents.
Azha is not the only project that Madaar has planned.
Currently, the company is ﬁnalizing paperwork and docu-

mentation of a plot in Sheikh Zayed, where the oldest
water park is located; Crazy Water. “We are planning a
commercial, services and hotel complex to be built
there,” says Salah. The project is budgeted at EGP 7 billion in investments, to be built over 45,000 square meter.
The other plot is in New Sphinx district, close to where
the newly-minted Sphinx Airport is located.
Madaar is also looking for plot auctions by the New
Urban Communities Authority and government. “We are
scanning for opportunities nationwide, including those in
smaller cities,” says Salah. “This was only possible
because the government policies and strategies currently
prioritize the construction of new cities.”
Post ﬂoatation price hikes in property has led many to
believe that the Egyptian real estate market is stagnating.
“This is not true, as the entire sector has seen more sales
in 2018 that any year before,” says Salah. “Why some
people say that there is stagnation may be down to the
fact that so many new companies entered the market last
year, and so sales are divided among a larger number of
companies.”
To face up the rise in competition, Madaar is focusing
on improving the quality of its offerings, winning
awards such as the company’s latest award the
Cityscape 2019 Award for Leisure and Hospitality
(Built) Category.. “Despite rising competition from
new players and existing ones, We have a very strong
sales position and this year’s sales Target at Cityscape
was achieved,” says Salah. “We are highly respected
in the local market with projects that warrant attention, given that we are not just thinking of clients’
needs today, but also anticipate what they will need
tomorrow and every day after that.”
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Attijariwafa bank Egypt
SMEs Build-up

T

he strategy of Attijariwafa bank Egypt is tailored
to deﬁne and rollout a market-leading SME
model, leveraging the bank’s capabilities and
capturing non-lending opportunities.
Attijariwafa bank Egypt established a unique platform
to serve SME clients through a dedicated sales and
coverage model executed by experienced relationship
mangers speciﬁcally for SMEs nationwide. The bank
initiated the SMEs Business Centers and Business Units
in strategic branches to cover the entire network,
ensuring smooth management of transactions and
excellent service to all SMEs clients.
Moreover, the bank has an experienced commercial
customer service team, who understand all of our
clients’ needs. In 2019, they are launching new products that support SMEs, thereby allowing their businesses to thrive. The bank also has the SME Academy
where Attijariwafa bank Egypt provides training to its
staff to better serve SME clients. In 2018, 15
Relationship Ofﬁcers graduated and joined the bank’s
SME sales force. The second round of the SMEs
Academy started this year, with another 15 candidates.
In 2018, the bank partnered with Credit Guarantee
Co. (CGC) and Egyptian Takaful Insurance Co. to offer
credit facilities to more SME clients than ever before,
as well as reduce the turnaround times. Moreover, the
bank is aiming to launch a number of lending programs such as Fast Track Lending with predeﬁned criteria to facilitate access to ﬁnance to this segment.
Headquartered in Morocco, the bank operates in 25
countries with 4,930 branches as of December 2018.
Attijariwafa bank employs over 20,125 people, serving
approximately 9.7 million clients. Attijariwafa bank has a
large footprint in 14 African countries, catering to a
wide customer base. Based on the bank’s expertise in
the region, Attijariwafa bank continues to support and
work on connecting different businesses in Egypt with
potential counterparts in Africa.

Financial Inclusion
To promote ﬁnancial inclusion, Attijariwafa bank
Egypt is taking part in the Central Bank’s Nilepreneurs
initiative, which offers non-ﬁnancial, advisory services
to bankable and non-bankable SMEs clients, and aims
to enhance the capabilities of young entrepreneurs to
grow their business.
Moreover, Attijariwafa bank Egypt is working on
increasing ﬁnancial inclusion and empowering innovation
through electronic payment services, by launching
soon contactless payment cards. This type of card will
speed up and facilitate cashless payments.
Using contactless payment cards, buyers only need
to swipe their cards close to a contactless payment
terminal to execute the transactions, without needing
to enter their PIN number. By comparison, conventional
payment cards consume time, and limits cardholders
as well as merchants from using electronic payments,
especially when transactions are in small amounts.
The reason these cards will encourage more people
to use them, especially in small transactions, is
because of their convenience. Thereby solving the
lack-of-small-change problem, which has been getting
worse recently.
Contactless cards’ transactions are easy to use while
guaranteeing a more safe transaction, due to its
advanced encryption system. In order to complete
local and international transactions, the contactless
card and the POS device must support the contactless
technology.

Small and Medium Enterprises Finance
Build your company and expand your project with QNB ALAHLI

BUSINESS PARK

WAREHOUSES

RESIDENTIAL AREA

INDUSTRIAL PLOTS
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Women

Empowerment at ABC

Ensuring diversity and understanding employees’ needs
on and off the job have made Al Ahram Beverages
Company (ABC) a standout employer in Egypt.
This is evident in the number of women working across
all levels and functions at ABC.
Nashwa Sabry is ABC’s HR Director ‘I managed several
HR functions at ABC until I made it to the top. I’m now
responsible for more than 1800 employees’. Throughout
this journey, Sabry’s challenge was to advance in her
career as a woman and at a young age.
Chadene El Tarouty, Stella Brand
Manager, is another example of
the fast career path ABC offers
to those with the right skills.
‘After 2 years as a lawyer, I took a leap of
faith and joined ABC as a management trainee in my true
passion, Marketing’, says El Tarouty.
As part of ABC’s top Management Team (MT), Nancy
Girgis, Marketing Director was promoted into the role in
2015. ‘Back then, the MT was all men. The ﬁrst meeting
was a bit uncomfortable for them but after a couple of
months we started to work smoothly together, says
Girgis.
Another senior manager is Shams Eweis who heads the
Corporate Affairs. ‘I joined ABC in 2013; a tough time for
both ABC and the economy’, she recalls. ‘however, challenges are what get me out of bed and with the diverse
agenda of the corporate affairs, challenges are part of
my daily life’.
Having been with company for almost 20 years, Sahar
El Shazly evolved from packaging line engineer to being
the Plant Manager of Sharkeya Plant. ‘It is ABC’s largest
plant in terms of capacity and number of employees’,

says El Shazly, ‘Throughout the years ABC had really supported me a lot.’
For Mona Fawzy, ABC Medical Adviser, the position
was literally created for her ‘I am the ﬁrst Medical
Adviser and my ambition was to build bridges between
ABC and the medical providers to create wellbeing for
ABCians’, Fawzy says. ‘My hardwork paid off as Egypt is
now recognized as the medical hub for the AMEE Region
within the Group’.

‘I dreamed big and my hard work paid off,’

Visit

Moving across functions is a flexibility not available at
many companies. Caren Waheed, Jr Channel Manager,
says ‘I started off as Commercial Analyst in 2014 but I
felt I wanted more’. Caren applied for a Trade
Marketing role and she got it ‘Despite having little
experience and the new job being more challenging,
this didn’t stop me from having it’.
No function is off bounds for ABC women, Angelieky
Atef – Senior Brand Manager Birell and Malt
Innovations, says ‘I was responsible of two strategic
brands whose main communication is football and I literally knew nothing about football. Through my ownership and commitment I managed to succeed in these
two brands’
Sally Magdy, Helpdesk Engineer overcame the challenge of being in the IT department which is predominantly males, ‘I am really proud that ABC gave me the
chance to work in the field I love’.

www.alahrambeverages.com to watch more about the ABC Women.
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A Good Life

at the Nile Ritz-Carlton
Master of culinary craftsmanship gathered for the debut
of a new culinary concept “The Good Life” at the Nile
Ritz-Carlton in Cairo. The event took place from April 1st
to April 5th. Guests were invited for a gastronomical journey by six international chefs from Italy, Turkey, Canada,
France, and Spain. The chefs showcased their incredible
culinary talent and varying of cooking styles, tastes, and
ﬂavors during the ﬁve-day adventure. Guests were
inspired by the handcrafted cuisine and delectable cocktails accompanied by exciting entertainment, all served in
an intimate and engaging setting.
The event included a series of cooking classes which
will feature signature dishes from each of The Good Life’s
chefs. Each station represented the Chef’s culture, distinctive ﬂavor and culinary style. Classes will take place on
Tuesday April 2nd and Wednesday April 3rd at Bar’Oro,
Nox, Bab El-Sharq and Vivo restaurants.
In addition, The Good Life featured a unique farm-totable Friday brunch, and concluded with a gala dinner.
The Good Life’s six distinguished chefs included: Chef
Gianni Mallao; Executive Chef of Hotel Romazzino, a luxury hotel chain at Costa Smeralda; Chef Eric Meloche,
Director of Culinary Food and Beverage at Al Bustan
Palace, a Ritz-Carlton hotel in Muscat; Chef Jesus
Caballero Executive Chef of Hotel Maria Cristina, a luxury
hotel chain at San Sebastian; Chef Ozgur Ustin, Executive
Chef of The St. Regis Istanbul. They were joined by Chef

Bugra Keles the Executive Chef and Chef Jean Francois
Lavialle the Executive Pastry Chef of The Nile RitzCarlton, who delighted attendees with his renowned
chocolate creations.
“We are proud to debut a new culinary concept in
Cairo, which celebrates cuisines from around the world,
and created by a group of incredibly talented chefs. The
Good Life is a cornerstone for an unforgettable experience for connoisseurs, aspiring chefs, and foodies who
will evolve every year,” said Joe Ghayad, general manager of Nile Ritz-Carlton in Cairo.
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company is a subsidiary of
Marriott International. It currently operates in more
than 100 hotels and over 45 residential properties in
30 countries and territories. The Ritz-Carlton is a
member in Marriott Bonvoy, the new name of
Marriott’s travel program that replaces Marriott
Rewards®, The Ritz- Carlton Rewards®, and
Starwood Preferred Guest® (SPG). The program
offers members an extraordinary portfolio of global
brands, experiences on Marriott Bonvoy Moments
and unparalleled beneﬁts including earning points
toward free hotel stays and nights toward Elite status
recognition.

For reservations, please contact 02 25778899.
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MYSTERIOUS, EXOTIC AND
FUN TOO... TORII’S RESTYLED JAPANESE MENU
BRINGS A MODERN TWIST.
‘Japanese Tacos’ and ‘Torii bites’
with tuna, salmon and scallops...
‘sharing’ dishes with US Wagyu
beef , shrimps and prawns... soups,
salads, sauces, spices and herbs.
Don’t miss the mouthwatering
sushi and sashimi “All-You-CanEat” feast every Monday and Friday.
Take front row seats for the
shimmering blades and flaring
flames of teppanyaki with sea bass,
tenderloin beef and lobster tail.
Eat, talk, share, relax... have fun!
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Editor’s Note
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The Repetitive Muse

E

very weekday it�s the same routine, I walk into the office turn on my PC
and head straight into the kitchen to fill my humongous smiley mug with
coffee. I then scroll through my email to see what has happened in the
world of Business Monthly while I was asleep. Always trying to improve
my mornings, I keep promising myself to change my routine for something more
productive, more instagramable �Yup, that�s a verb now�. I promise myself to climb
the stairs instead of the elevator and finish my bottle of water first while I chat with
my colleagues, but then I remember that my office is on the fifth floor and that I
become a lot slower if I don�t have coffee as early as possible. While routines are
often perceived as a rut, they may be the result of our unconscious mind�s efforts to
find the formula that works best for us.
The same may be said for Egypt�s economy. Changing the status-quo is instagramable
and media-worthy, but in reality, what Egyptians and the local market dynamics will easily accommodate are changes that fit well into the existing system. One example is how
well millions of Syrians integrated into the local Economy. Out of the millions of immigrants Egypt received from all over the world, Syrians represent the highest percentage
of success. Largely due to the similarities between the identities of both countries,
Syrian entrepreneurs have thrived in Egypt, however, the regulations have limited many
within the borders of an informal economy. This month, Business Monthly leads with
the stories of Syrian investors, their market impact, the challenges they face, and the
potential of moving them to the formal economy.
On the topic of entrepreneurship, a parliamentary committee as well as Egypt�s
MSME Development Authority are each developing a new draft law for micro-,
small-, and medium-sized enterprises. In this issue, we delve into the differences
between both drafts, the potential of each, and more importantly the opinion of
business owners on the matter.
Focusing on startups hasn�t shifted our attention from the digital progress the
government is making. We have previously covered digital transformation in governmental entities and financial inclusion, this issue we chose to zoom in on banking. The
state along with VISA and Mastercard are changing all payment cards to contactless.
Expected to appear in the market by May, Business Monthly looks behind the scene on
Egypt�s implementation as well as the lessons we could learn from U.A.E.�s adoption
process a couple of years ago.
With that, I wish you a fulfilling month and a productive routine.
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The right reaction
comes automatically...

...in every
situation.

—
Smarter Building
Inspiring automated
environments
Being able to automatically control your building not only adds flexibility
to building management, it has a positive effect on efficiency, security and
productivity too. With products and services such as movement detectors,
harmonious lighting, door communication, automated heating, air-conditioning,
ventilation and shutter management, ABB offers a range of possibilities to put

Viewpoint

An Egypt-U.S. Journey

I

t is Doorknock time, an event that further fosters a warm Egypt-U.S. relation,
a feat we have been gradually witnessing its growth for quite some time.
Coinciding with the mission is the 40th anniversary of the inauguration of the
U.S.-Egypt Business Council and the 40th anniversary of the signature of Camp
David accord, which also marks the late president Sadat�s congressional gold medal
award, the highest award given by the U.S. Congress, an event that will be celebrated
later this year.
Furthermore, a gala dinner will be held on April 9th in Washington D.C. to
commemorate the U.S.-Egypt Business Council anniversary. The event will be cohosted by the American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt and co-chaired by Minister
of Foreign Affairs Sameh Shoukry and Secretary of State Michael Pompeo. HE
President Abdel Fattah el Sisi is expected to attend the dinner during his visit to the
U.S.
It is a busy week that will have the Doorknock delegation from Egypt engage in
more than 100 meetings including the House of Representatives, the Senate, think
tanks, the State Department, the Department of Commerce, Department of Treasury,
media pundits, opinion leaders, among other organizations that will ensure a 36th
strong AmCham delegation, dedicated to communicate with the said circles the story
of Egypt.
One has to admit that it is a daunting task that requires preparations and extensive
knowledge, as you will be challenged on everything you say and every step you take.
In reality, this is how Washington D.C. functions. High-profile and high-intensity
encounters. It is a much-appreciated task on both sides of both countries and the
perception of AmCham has evolved over the last 36 years as the credible impartial
ambassador for Egypt in the U.S. This credibility is shared amongst the highest
decision-making circles in Egypt and close attention is given to the preparation of the
visit and the outcome of our encounters in D.C. In fact, the atmosphere is far more
receptive as opposed to the post-2011 period, and a great deal of that has to do with
the economic reform program in Egypt, now in its third year.
We have a good story to tell, supported by plaudits from most international and
financial institutions, the outcome of which will be the topic of next month�s
Viewpoint. Meanwhile happy Easter, and early happy Ramadan.
TAREK TAWFIK
President, AmCham Egypt
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Doing business in Egypt?
So are we...
Our guide “Doing business in Egypt” provides companies
and individuals with the vital information they need
when considerding to operate in Egypt.
Al Tamimi & Company is the only firm in the Middle East
with an established presence in nine countries.
This means that wherever our clients are doing business,
we are there with them.
17 Offices I 9 Countries I 350 Lawyers
www.tamimi.com

THE NEWSROOM
IN BRIEF

Updates on Social Housing Projects in Upper Egypt
Egypt is implementing several social housing projects in the
new cities of Upper Egypt, most notably in New Aswan, New
Qena and New Assiut.
A total of 66 fully-finished villas and 2,880 social housing
apartments are being developed in New Aswan�s 1,050-acre
tourist strip, according to the Ministry of Housing, Utilities,
and Urban Communities. As of March 2019, the number of
completed social housing units in New Aswan stands at 3,840,
in addition to the already delivered 1,213 social housing units.
Further being implemented is New Aswan�s government district as well as the New Aswan Club, which will encompass
swimming pools, terraces, football fields, a mosque, and a social
club. Other facilities under construction include three primary
schools, a 158-bed general hospital, a nursery, a gymnasium, a
medical center, a commercial center, and mini-malls. This is in
addition to a 2,651-acre industrial area that will host all of the
city�s industrial activities. Total investments for the New
Aswan�s service projects are estimated at EGP 231 million.
In New Qena, a total of 6,068 social housing units are set
to be implemented, out of which 5,324 units are already complete. The rest of the units are scheduled for completion by
the end of September, according to the New Qena
Development Authority. Additionally, 43 national housing
projects, compromising 1,548 units, were implemented in the
new city, which is set to inhabit around 700,000 people.
Located on the Qena-Safaga road, east of the Nile, the new
city�s construction will cost a total of EGP 3 billion.
Construction will cover an area of 24.2 thousand acres and
will include social, health, and commercial services.
Lastly, in New Assiut 470 social housing building,
including 11,280 units have been constructed, with 648
social housing units in 27 buildings yet to be implemented.
Total investment cost for New Assiut is estimated at EGP
4.1 billion. A number of service projects including three
schools, five nurseries, eight mini-malls, a mosque, football
courts, and a youth center are already built. Similarly,
water and drainage networks are completed.
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New Awsan Social Housing

1,213 units
Delivered
2,880 units
Underdevelopment

3,840 units
Completed
EGP 231 M
Total Investments
Source: Ministry of Housing

New Assiut City

EGP 4.1
Total Investment

5
Nurseries
8
Mini-malls

11,928
Social Housing Units

3
Schools

Source: Ministry of Housing

New Qena City

6,068 units
700,000
Expected Inhabitants

Social Housing Units Planned

43
Residential
Projects

24,200 acres
Area
Source: New Qena Development Authority

EGP 3 B
Total Investments

In Brief

GAFI to Establish 12 New Free Zones
The General Authority for Investment and Free
Zones �GAFI� is currently studying the establish12
ment of 12 new investment zones in a number of
New
Egyptian governorates. The new zones include four
Investment
Damietta 1
Cairo
4
in Cairo, two in Qalyubia, and one in each of
Zones
Sharqia, Alexandria, Fayoum, Giza, Dakahlia, and
Dakahlia 1
Damietta. The zones will include projects in logisQalyubia
2
tics; nano and biotechnology; higher education;
scientific research; small and medium-sized enterGiza
Sharqia 1
1
prises �SMEs�; crafts and furniture. The yet-to-beestablished free zones will provide around 208,000
Alexandria 1
Fayoum
1
job opportunities and will attract investments
worth EGP 78 billion. Additionally, GAFI is planning to establish six other investment zones in the
Source: Ministry of Investment and International cooperation
near future in areas such as Suez, Qalyubia, Aswan,
Luxor, and Cairo, with investments worth EGP 70
Demerdash, the head of the agricultural exports council said.
billion. GAFI had already established five investment
He, however, noted that a portion of the incentives will be in
zones in Giza and Sharqia, including 259 projects with
cash, with the balance written off against taxes. Moreover,
investments worth EGP 11 billion, offering employment
exporters will be required to obtain a certificate from the
opportunities for around 59,000 workers.
Industrial Development Authority �IDA� making clear their
percentage of local content to determine their eligibility for
Egypt to Implement New Export
subsidies. The new program will come as part of a larger
Incentive Program Zones
strategy to double exports of manufactured goods to $50 billion by 2025 and to encourage foreign and domestic investThe government will begin implementing a new, flexible
ment in key sectors. Non-oil exports rose 10 percent year-onexport incentive program next fiscal year to boost producyear in 2018 to $24.8 billion, up from $22.6 billion in 2017,
tion and maximize the export capacity of all sectors, accorddata from the General Organization for Export and Import
ing to a Cabinet statement. The program will be implementControl showed. Arab countries accounted for the lion�s
ed for a year as a trial with periodic meetings between the
share of Egypt�s exports during 2018 amounting to a total of
prime minister and export councils to review progress and
$9,066 billion followed by the E.U. at $7,450 billion, the U.S.
evaluate exporters� performance. However, how much
at $1,594 billion, and Africa, excluding Arab countries, at
exporters will receive is not yet confirmed, Abdel Hamid
$1,521 billion.

Egypt Ranks 4th Highest Real Yield for Local Currency Bonds in EM
Yields on Egyptian debt ranked as the fourth most attractive
in emerging markets, when adjusted for inflation,
according to a Bloomberg report published in March.
Egypt�s real yield recorded 4.12 percent, while the three top
countries Brazil, Indonesia, and South Africa recorded 5.19,
4.42, and 4.16 percent, respectively.
The real yields are calculated by taking the average 10year sovereign debt yield minus the current inflation.
The report shows that 18 of 23 emerging markets �offer
higher compensation for inflation risks than China and

U.S. bonds,� which are recorded at 1.07 percent and 0.75
percent, respectively.
Global inflation forecasts have recently dropped after
the weighted average price-growth among the 23 economies
tumbled to 2.1 percent in January from 3.1 percent in
September. According to the Bloomberg Barclays index,
emerging-market government debt lost 0.3 percent in
February after gaining 7.6 percent in the previous three
months �as mounting evidence of a global slowdown outweighs
the benefits of a dovish Federal Reserve.�
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Tale of Two Laws
Despite the government�s ongoing efforts, startups still struggle. Now, two competing draft laws are in the works, each envisioning a different solution.

By Tamer Hafez
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n 2012, Egyptian entrepreneur Amr
Saleh registered the first company
he founded�Integreight�in the
U.S. �Egypt doesn�t have several regulations for micro, small and medium
enterprises �MSME� that are very
important when seeking partnerships
with foreign investors,� says Saleh.
�That is why all innovation and tech
companies seek registration outside
Egypt.� Integreight, which develops
artificial intelligence tools, raised 8.5
times its capital goal on Kickstarter, a
global funding platform.
However, the majority of MSMEs,
especially manufacturing companies,
find it legally challenging to register outside the country. This, along with other
domestic laws, has tempered their
growth prospects, says Mahmoud Sarg,
a board member at the Federation of
Egyptian Industries �FEI� and SME
expert.
The government hopes to reverse this
trend with a new MSME law drafted by
the MSME Development Agency,
which has been overseen by the Cabinet
since 2017. Meanwhile, the MSME parliamentary committee is drafting its
own version. Both are expected to be
sent to Parliament this year. Onlookers
hope one of the laws will pave the way
toward solving persistent difficulties for
MSMEs. �I just want the government
and banks to realize that we need to be
quick to seize opportunities. Quicker
than your average large company,� says
Mina Adel, owner of a leather goods factory, who requested an EGP 3.5 million
loan to buy raw materials and boost production. He received the loan four
months too late to close a EUR 4 million export deal to Montenegro.

Government Support

The idea that MSMEs and large corporations have different needs and should
be regulated by different laws and agencies surfaced in 1991 with the introduction of the Social Fund for
Development �SFD�. It focused solely
on developing SMEs by offering financial and other incentives. In addition,

the fund proposed both new laws and
updates to existing legislation to make
life easier for MSMEs. In 2004, Law 141
added support for microenterprises to
the fund�s mandate.
In 2015, the Central Bank of Egypt
�CBE� announced its own classification
for MSMEs in Egypt. At the time, the
Ministry of Trade and Industry had no
such classification. The CBE stated that
microenterprises must employ no more
than 10 people, have initial capital of
EGP 50,000 or less, and generate an
annual revenue less than EGP 1 million.
Meanwhile, small and medium enterprises must employ no more than 200
people. Small enterprises� revenue levels
must not exceed EGP 20 million a year
and its initial capital must not exceed
EGP 5 million for industrial companies
and EGP 3 million for non-industrial
enterprises. Medium-sized companies,
on the other hand, must make less than
EGP 100 million annually, and their initial capital not exceed EGP 10 million
and EGP 5 million for industrial and
non-industrial enterprises, respectively.
A legislative update was introduced in
2017, which saw the MSME
Development Agency superseding the
SFD. Under its founding law, the agency
could establish funds to support
MSMEs, whether individually or in
partnership with third parties.
Furthermore, it can become part of an
existing company or fund that supports
MSMEs. Its input is taken under advisement when changing laws and regulations and introducing incentives.
Additionally, it can represent a group of
clients in bulk purchase negotiations to
achieve economies of scale. Finally, the
agency has the ability to help MSMEs
secure funding from lenders, among
other responsibilities. According to
Executive Director Nevine Gamea, the
MSME Development Agency has funding deals with more than 450 non-bank
lenders that cater to informal microenterprises and 18 banks to deal with registered SMEs.
Moreover, the CBE provides additional funding options for MSMEs. It

started in 2008 by exempting banks
from retaining 14 percent of the loan�s
value as collateral, a practice designed to
protect against defaults. In 2016, a CBE
initiative partnered with banks to allocate EGP 200 billion for MSME lending. The interest rate was set at 5 percent, compared to overnight interbank
rates of 8.75 percent to 14 percent at the
time. The initiative�s interest, however,
has not increased despite CBE rates
reaching 15.75 percent, at press time. �It
is a sign of how important it is to retain
that low rate to ensure it is affordable to
MSMEs, regardless of the gap in prevailing rates,� says Mohamed el Agamy, an
economics and finance professor at Ain
Shams University.
Last year, the CBE established an
EGP 2 billion risk guarantee to reduce
the banks� exposure to default risk,
which is generally higher than that of
large companies, Lobna Helal, deputy
governor of the CBE, told Mubasher in
September.

Good Financial
Outcome?

According to Gamea, MSME
Development Agency, the CBE�s EGP
200 billion initiative had lent EGP 110.8
billion since its inception through the
end of 2018. The biggest beneficiaries
have been small-scale enterprises, having received a total of EGP 62.7 billion,
followed by medium-size firms at EGP
39 billion, and microenterprises at EGP
9.1 billion. Meanwhile, the MSME
Development Agency lent EGP 5.3 billion last year compared to EGP 5 billion
in 2017. The plan, according to Gamea,
is to lend EGP 6 billion this year.
Yet, it is hard to assess the effect of
these figures, as no benchmark has been
announced with the exception of the
CBE requiring that MSMEs represent
20 percent of all banks� lending portfolio
by 2020. �We need to have more official
interim benchmarks, as well as progress
reports, made public,� says Hala Aboul
Saad, a member of the MSME parliamentary committee. �Otherwise, how
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would anyone know how far are we
from achieving the CBE�s ultimate targets, and how are decision-makers
expected to make informed decisions
about whether it is necessary to change
our approach.�

Tweaks Needed

For many MSMEs, the impact of these
government and CBE efforts is a mixed
bag. �I got an EGP 1 million loan under
the EGP 200 billion initiative in 2017,�
says Tamer Mahmoud, owner of a small
enterprise manufacturing electronic
parts for large home appliance manufacturers. �The conditions were not as crippling as I thought,� he says. Granted, it
took the bank three months to approve
the loan. �I even lost EGP 2 million
because I had to decrease production as
I waited for the money,� recalls
Mahmoud. Adel, the owner of a leather
goods factory, still laments the loss of
the export deal to Montenegro. �This
would have been my biggest contract to
date,� he says. �I planned for the worst,
which was that it would take two
months to secure approval for the loan.
It took six.�
Yasser Elsakka, the executive director
of the Association of Investors for Small
and Medium Enterprises �AISME�
believes that Mahmoud and Adel were
lucky because they eventually got the
entire amounts they asked for from the
banks. �In many cases, banks would
only cover 50 percent of the needed
amount,� he says. This is a huge obstacle
for startups and microenterprises, in
particular, since their average loan is
about EGP 1 million.
Meanwhile, Ali Hamza, head of the
Investors Association in Assiut, says the
CBE�s EGP 200 billion initiative is
structured to cater to startups, but follows the standard loan process that benefits only well-established companies.
�This is why many weaker MSMEs
don�t get approvals for their loans,� he
adds
This problem will only increase as
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more MSMEs are established by young
people with little financial backing and
resources. �If banks continue to use
assessment procedures similar to those
used for large companies, these entrepreneurs can�t secure the funds they
need to start their businesses,� says
Hamza. �This is the opposite of what
the government wants to do.�

Old Problems Not
Tackled

Sadly, some problems have been
bypassed despite the government�s
avowed commitment to support startups
and MSMEs. Integreight�s Saleh, for
example, faces difficulties with import
laws and regulations regarding Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, and other communication
equipment he needs for both his companies. �To import them legally, I need to
take approvals from local security agencies first, which is never a straightforward
process,� says Saleh. �It doesn�t make
sense as these devices are basic hardware
designed for commercial use.�
As the number of tech and innovation startups increase, so will demand
for such equipment. Maintaining the
current situation could encourage
smuggling, says Saleh.
Moreover, he points out that Egypt�s
weak patent laws and processes are one
of the reasons he focuses on selling to
international, rather than domestic,
clients. �If I have a patent in the United
States, then it provides me with protection inside the U.S. only,� says Saleh. �If
I want to sell elsewhere, I have to apply
for patents in those markets.�
Saleh further laments the lack of vesting and founder/investor protection regulations in Egypt. They are standard
elsewhere in the world, defining the
relationship between the owner of a
startup and outside investors to protect
the rights of both.
For many, the missing piece of Egypt�s
MSME puzzle is a government-supported integrated national strategy specific

to these companies, according to
Mohamed el Morshedy, head of the
Investors Association in Obour City.
�My business is chugging along, I can�t
deny this. But on the ground I have no
incentives, exemptions or easier access
to markets or local suppliers compared
to much larger companies in Egypt,�
says Adel, the small ready garments
manufacturer. �I have to keep my margins really tight to compete. And therefore I don�t have the resources to grow.�
El Morshedy is also worried about
possible repercussions of the next wave
of reforms that may inadvertently hurt
his business, as there are no provisions
to protect MSMEs against such an
event. �One of my simplest problems is
that I don�t know how much my electricity and fuel costs will increase starting July,� says Mohamed. �I can�t raise
my prices to match the increase because
they have been locked in by contracts
since the start of the year.�

Law Versus Law

The lack of comprehensive and effective MSME laws and initiatives encouraged Aboul Saad of the MSMEs parliamentary committee to lead a team in
drafting a new law this year. �Our version would replace the 2004 law, rather
than complement it,� she says. Its flagship stipulation is the creation of an allnew autonomous and financially independent body that deals with all things
related to MSMEs in Egypt. Its board
would report directly to the President.
The newly created entity would
develop MSME strategies, policies, and
long-term goals spanning relevant ministries to ensure they are comprehensive
and consistent. Furthermore, the
agency would be the sole provider of
general licenses and approvals as well as
set land prices for MSMEs in conjunction with the General Authority for
Investment and Free Zones. �MSMEs
must get plots at the cheapest prices,
whether the plot is sold or used under a
usufruct agreement,� says Aboul Saad.
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The body additionally would work on
securing diverse funding channels for
MSMEs.
From a legislative perspective, Aboul
Saad wants this new body to have more
clout to influence law and regulation
changes. �For now, the draft will align with
CBE definitions of MSMEs,� she says.
Perhaps the biggest unanswered question by the draft is whether the
Cabinet�s MSME Development Agency
would report to a newly created body.
According to Aboul Saad the answer is
yet to be known.
Meanwhile, the version coming
from the government is focused on
ensuring more flexible tax processing as well as tax and non-tax incentives for new MSMEs and those registering in the formal economy.
Moreover, the draft would double
the minimum capital VAT exemption to EGP 1 million. �The focus of
our draft law is to facilitate dealings
and streamline processes with the
Ministry of Finance and the Tax

Authority, especially for manufacturing MSMEs,� says Gamea.
Neither drafts have been finalized and
there is no confirmation on when either
would be submitted to Parliament for
review and approval.

Looking Ahead

Changes proposed for both laws are not
causing much excitement among
MSME owners and entrepreneurs.
Saleh, for example, while supporting an
easier taxation process, doesn�t have a
serious problem with the current
administration of taxes. Additionally, he
doesn�t see any benefit to creating a
more powerful SME development
authority. �There was never a need to
deal with the existing one,� he says. �I
don�t believe a different one would benefit my work.�
El Agamy, the university professor,
believes the new laws should not have
been drafted. Instead, the state should
have focused more on modifying

existing executive regulations and initiatives to benefit the MSME community
at large. �Only when we start hearing
about how existing initiatives are succeeding from both businesses and government should new laws be introduced
to achieve further success,� says el
Agamy. �Other than that, the new laws
will probably be as effective as the ones
they replace.�
According to Sarg, the government�s
role should complement existing incentives rather than introduce new ones.
Morshedy points out that all the ingredients for MSMEs to thrive in Egypt
already exist. This includes increasing
economic growth, the government
wanting to reduce imports as they
become increasingly expensive, rising
domestic demand due to population
growth, and the state acknowledging
the importance of MSMEs via existing
initiatives and policies. �We should not
add more ingredients or change them,�
says Morshedy. �The key, now, is to mix
them right.� n
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Syrian Immigrants Spur
Economic Revival

Syrian entrepreneurs escaping conflict at home employ thousands of Egyptians in their
host country. However, their potential is limited by red tape causing many to remain outside the formal economy.
By Ola Noureldin
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S

ipping zhourat shamia �a Syrian herbal tea blend� in his
dress rental shop off Abbas el Akkad, Mohamed
Yasser, 40, looks back six years ago to when he decided to leave Aleppo for Cairo along with his wife and
two daughters. Yasser owned a large dress factory, but almost
a year into the war he was forced to flee.
Arriving in Egypt in early 2013, Yasser maintained his business by importing ready-made garments from his factory in
Syria to sell locally. Soon thereafter, the Free Syrian Army
built a security fence that cut off access to needed raw materials. In 2015, he brought two sewing machines, two tailors,
and his technical know-how to the Egyptian market.
�The environment was perfectly suitable to continue my
work,� he says. �Raw material prices were good, rent and
workforce wages were reasonable�all production costs were
close to those in Syria.�
Today, he runs three garment workshops in Nasr City and
employs more than 50 Egyptians. In spite of diverse challenges, Yasser and other Syrians have demonstrated they can
succeed and contribute to their host nation�s economy.
Unlike other countries in the Middle East, Egypt does not
require Syrian arrivals to live in refugee camps, according to a
2018 UN High Commissioner for Refugees �UNHCR�
report. All asylum seekers in Egypt are entitled access to public health services and primary education. Like all foreigners,
they can obtain work only if an employer sponsors them by
issuing a work permit. Only a small, educated elite with specialized skills can obtain formal employment, leading almost
all immigrants to work in the informal sector.
Despite the lack of employment data about Syrian immigrants, Ehab Abu el Shamat, owner of the Esla clothing line
and a member of the Syrian Business Association in Egypt,
believes there are more than 3,300 Syrian-registered businesses, with 30,000-plus Syrian investors operating in Egypt since
2011. Abu el Shamat notes that they are involved in food,
clothing, textiles, and furniture; manufacturing sponges,
paper, and plastics; and services such as beauty salons and
home repair. These businesses are mostly small and medium
enterprises that employ tens of thousands of people.
According to the Al Midan news, 818 companies were
established in the first nine months of 2018 with investments
exceeding EGP 1.25 billion, accounting for a quarter of the
number of companies founded by foreigners in 2018.
Furthermore, a 2017 multi-agency report by the United
Nations Development Program, the International Labor
Organization, and the World Food Program titled �Jobs
Make the Difference,� estimated Syrian investments in Egypt
then at a total $800 million. No updated figures have been
published.

�They have poured money into the stock market and filled
important niches in the manufacturing sector, reducing
reliance on imports and lowering the trade deficit,� Abu el
Shamat says. His factory and his 50 Esla branches across
Egypt employ well over 500 Egyptians, with plans to start
exporting by next year. When he first arrived to Cairo in 2011,
he employed Syrians and intensively trained Egyptians to
work along.
There were 127,414 registered Syrian refugees in Egypt in
January, according to UNHCR data. Adding unregistered
Syrians, the government estimates the actual number at
500,000, mostly living in 6th of October City, Alexandria,
New Cairo, Qalyubia, and Damietta, the multi-agency report
notes.

Only Way Is Forward

In 6th of October City there is a street known as �Little
Damascus.� A few meters away, Rosto bustles with cooks slicing its trademark roasted chicken and preparing shawerma
sandwiches. Its founder, 40-year-old Hossam Mardini, owned
a five-store chain with the same brand name back in
Damascus. As the war in Syria intensified, he sold his business
in 2012, moved to Egypt, and lived off his savings, hoping he
could eventually return home.
�During our stay here, we realized the Syrian crisis was
growing day after day and we couldn�t go back,� explains
Rosto restaurant manager Mostafa Abdel Karim. The partners then started from scratch in early 2013, building their
restaurant brand.
Mardini and seven of his friends, including Abdel Karim,
combined their savings and started a small restaurant in 6th
of October City. They were required to have an Egyptian
partner to register their business. Many Syrian refugees typically either register small enterprises under Egyptian names
or do not register them at all. Businesses often establish partnerships with Egyptians to mitigate these challenges,
although using partnerships to attain legal status creates the
risk of fraud in a community where Syrians are not familiar
with regulations. �We had to take the risk �of having an
Egyptian partner�. It is with God�s will and our dedication
that we started growing,� says Abdel Karim. Today, Rosto�s six
branches employ more than 150 Egyptian and Syrian workers.
Similarly, Abu Ehab, a 47-year-old upholstery worker, came
to Egypt in 2012 with his wife and four children after losing
his home and many personal belongings. In Cairo, he juggled
two shifts in several furniture factories, hoping to quickly
grasp the ins-and-outs of the Egyptian market. �I used to
work up to 14 hours a day and it was often not enough to pay
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rent and the rest of my expenses,� he
recalls. In time, Abu Ehab was able to
network with various suppliers and
establish his own workshop in Obour, a
suburb northeast of Cairo. Along with
his two sons, Abu Ehab�s team includes
six Egyptians. His workshop is one of
about 500 small businesses operating
informally in Obour, where they have
rented turnkey spaces in an industrial
park. Other immigrant entrepreneurs
have similarly established enterprises in a
variety of other cities like in Nasr City,
New Damietta and 6th of October City.
By starting labor-intensive small and
medium enterprises, Syrian investors
boost employment, says Khaldoun al
Mowaqaa, director of the Syrian
Businessmen�s Association. He further
notes the value added of their experience, technical education, and ability to
network throughout Africa and Europe,
tapping into new markets.
Employment in the informal economy
is typically characterized by instability,
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insecurity, bad work conditions and
lower wages when compared with the
formal sector, as per the multi-agency
UN report.

Tapping into
Unexplored Niches

Egypt has proven to be an attractive destination for Syrians to launch businesses
due to the willingness of Egyptians to
allow them to flourish, notes the UNDP
report, citing the widespread perception
that Syrians are highly skilled and motivated.
When Nour Shehade, 34, left
Damascus in early 2013, she considered
both Tunisia and Egypt. �I did not hesitate in choosing Egypt,� she recalls.
Shehade, a certified gel and acrylic nail
care specialist, had traveled before the
war and saw the potential for her business to flourish. She earned her master�s
degree in cosmetology studies in the
Netherlands in 2007.

During her first few months in
Cairo, she was a freelance beauty consultant. A year later in 2014, she
launched her own project, Nour Nails.
However, to maneuver her inability to
meet the legal conditions to formally
operate she worked under already
well-established salon brands, such as
Chez Richarde and Rabie Mourad.
She still operates her project at the latter. During her first year, she and an
Egyptian assistant handled an average
of 12-15 clients per day. Her sister, a
nail specialist too, then moved to
Cairo to join her business.
A key success factor for Shehade
was her ability to spot an unmet niche
in the Egyptian cosmetic market, nail
gels, a service that had long existed
worldwide but not in Egypt. Her
clientele quickly boomed reaching
today a registered total of 15,000.
Earlier this year, she opened her
first fully owned 45-square-meter gel
nail salon in New Cairo and registered
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it under the name of her Egyptian husband, Ahmed Baher.
Operating today from three branches,
her own and two others in Mohandessin
and Sheikh Zayed, she employs a total of
50 Egyptians and receives around 250 customers per day across the three branches.
She plans to open two additional branches
by the end of this year. �Human capital is
my asset,� says Shehade. Nail technicians
receive three months of paid training
before being hired full-time. Once hired
their salaries range between EGP 10,00015,000 per month.
�This is the cost of being recognized. I
have to invest in my team so they maintain their excellent caliber. Loyalty and
learning are my major differentiator in
the market,� she says. In addition to technical training, members of her team
undergo language, etiquette and communication training. Her team will be
responsible for representing her brand
abroad one day, she says. �They must

abide by international standards.�
The cosmetics market is huge in
Egypt, she says, �I wish Egypt would
become a leading market in this industry,
but there is so much wasted potential
due to strict import regulations and
unavailable local alternatives of premium
quality.� To maintain a high level of quality, Shehade spends EGP 500,000 per
month on imported supplies.
Another niche entrepreneur winning
big by thinking small is Zeina Kassas, 30,
a certified Crossfit trainer, with a bachelor�s degree in business and management
information systems. She arrived in Cairo
in 2012 and worked several marketing
jobs at startups. However, her passion for
sports inspired her to start a fitness and
nutrition plan for young mothers: the
Mama Transformation Program. She has
since established programs for mothersto-be and older women. In 2017, Kassas
partnered with Rahet Bally, a startup
focused on combining access to services

for new mothers on one platform.
Similar to Shahende, Kassas noticed an
existing gap in the local fitness industry.
Her program is the country�s first and
only tailored fitness and nutrition program for mothers; catering to an unmet
niche secures her almost 500 clients per
month.

Innovations Held Back

Kassas and many of those who arrived to
Egypt before visa restrictions were
imposed still have a hard time renewing
residency papers. For three years, Kassas
has renewed her tourism-based residency
visa every six months, a task she
describes as excruciating.
In July 2013, the government began to
require a visa prior to arrival along with
security clearance, says Lawyer
Mohamed Farahat. Upon entering Egypt,
Syrian citizens get a six-month residency,
which can be renewed indefinitely, he
explains.
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�The six-month permit does not
reflect the reality of the protracted
crisis in Syria. I believe a two-year residency permit would provide refugees
the stability they need to thrive, with
add-on benefits for the Egyptian private sector,� Kassas says. To be granted
a longer-term residency, Kassas has to
either marry an Egyptian or invest in
the country. She opted for the latter
last year, but with no success in
obtaining the needed security clearance until today.
�I�m passionate about the niche I
introduced to Egypt, but I�m losing
my patience to continue to push
through such bureaucratic policies
regulations,� she says, �I believe I�m
offering a very beneficial service to a
segment in society that no one else
thought of. But I feel imprisoned in
Cairo.�
Under her current status, Kassas
can�t open a bank account, register a
mobile line under her name, or even
travel outside the city due to her
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expired permit, which leaves her with
no choice but to immigrate to Canada
if the process elongated further.
Another example is Damascus
University IT graduate Motaz al
Azoubi who moved to Egypt in 2013
and began working at tech companies,
including Crowdanalyzer, a startup
that monitors user sentiment on social
media.
�During my last year in Syria, I started working on my idea, Mentoria,�
says al Azoubi. He wants to connect
tutors with students in need of mentoring, and last year launched an
online platform to do just that. He
signed up more than 300 tutors but
was not able to pay for a marketing
specialist to adequately kick off a campaign for his business. Al Azoubi was
invited to conferences and events
abroad where he could have met
potential investors, but is not permitted to leave Egypt due to his tourismbased temporary residency.
�I want to expand my business,

secure funds, learn, and meet similarminded entrepreneurs abroad,� he
says. �I wish Egypt could facilitate
procedures for us.� Al-Azoubi is
among hundreds of Syrian entrepreneurs supported by nongovernmental
organizations like Startups Without
Borders, which aims to help refugee
and migrant entrepreneurs launch and
develop businesses.
Refugees and migrants typically
contribute to the communities they
live in, not only by providing money,
but also adding talent, innovation, and
new ways to solve problems, Valentina
Primo, founder of Startups Without
Borders, told Wamda in April 2018.
�We support, train and connect
migrant and refugee entrepreneurs
with opportunities and resources to
build their businesses, wherever they
are,� she says. �We don�t want to give
them an opportunity; we believe that
they are the opportunity.�
Besides residency renewals, high
fees imposed on passport renewal are
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an additional burden for upholstery
worker Abu Ehab, who says his
expenses almost doubled since Egypt
devalued its currency in November
2016.
Granted a residence permit for his
children�s education, Abu Ehab is
required to pay $325 every two years
on each passport, having five children,
his wife, and himself. �I get paid in
EGP. I have rent to pay every month
and my workshop is still relatively
small. Isn�t it ridiculous that I have to
spare the equivalent of EGP 42,400
�$2,450� every two years?� he says.
�From where can I get all this money?�
Abu Ehab is also concerned about
what he will do when his children
complete their education. �I wouldn�t
be able to apply for a residence permit
to pursue investment activities
because my capital is not enough,� he
says. �Egypt has helped us a lot so far,
but I worry about the future.� To get a
permit to pursue investment, businesses must be located in industrial

zones, which excludes small and medium firms, according to the UNDP
report.
Yasser, the dress shop owner in
Abbas al Akkad, echoes that thought,
saying that for five months he has
been trying to renew the residency
visa he acquired a few years ago to pursue investment activities. To renew, he
was informed by his lawyer that the
General Authority for Investments
asked for documents to prove his rented shop is commercially licensed.
However, according to Yasser, the
Nasr City municipality does not grant
commercial licenses, in addition to
the fact that his shop is established on
an illegally built floor, an issue he has
no control over.
�This kind of law was put in place to
spot fake businesses asking for residency on the basis of investment, but
the government isn�t able to differentiate between already functionable
ones and fake companies,� Yasser
notes.

Last month, on the way back to Cairo
from a business trip with his wife, he was
told he needed an HIV test to proceed
with his residency renewal. So far, he says
he has paid more than EGP 25,000 in
fees.
�It�s a whirlwind of a process,� he says,
�It�s not like that anywhere else. I believe
I�m doing something beneficial for
myself and for my host country. I pay my
taxes on time and I offer employment
opportunities to Egyptians who were
previously unemployed. Don�t I deserve
a facilitated process?� Such restrictions
are sucking up all our energy and hindering our productivity. Our motivation to
work here is all we have.�
Barriers reported by Syrian businesses
should be taken into consideration moving forward as they have proven they can
create jobs, says al Mowaqaa, head of the
businessmen�s association. �They have
helped boost employment, reduce
reliance on imports from countries like
China and Turkey, and brought new technical expertise into the country.� n
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American Impact

Loans
Egypt vs. the U.S.
As the cost of schooling soars, Egyptian banks are offering loans to pay the bills similar to what
the United States did nearly 54 years ago. Will this make quality education more accessible?
By TAMER HAFEZ

I

t was a stressful six months for
Hatem Safwat, a 32-year-old dentist, as he and his wife searched
for the best school they could
afford for their eldest son. �At one point,
I thought I would go mad, making calculation after calculation, only to come
to the same conclusions,� he says. �The
good schools are too expensive. There
was one school that was affordable, but
we were concerned about its curriculum
and therefore it was at the bottom of
our list.�
He finally enrolled his son in a
school which costs two-thirds that of
his top choice, still a financial stretch
and came with a few caveats. �Not
everyone was praising it academically,� says Safwat. �But we had no other
options, financially.�
Little did he know that almost all of
Egypt�s 39 banks recently began offering
education loans in response to the significant increase in tuition fees. The
cost of education has been continuously
increasing since the devaluation of the
EGP in November 2016 �Overnight,
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our payroll and operation costs nearly
doubled,� says a head teacher at an international school who wishes to remain
anonymous. �We employ foreigners
with contracts in dollars, our teaching
material is imported, and our accreditation fees are denominated in foreign
currency.�
For Safwat, an education loan appears
to be a good option. �I will definitely use
it if this school proves inadequate,� he
says.
In the U.S., using loans to pay tuition
fees has become an integral part of the
education system. �Student loans are the
only consumer debt segment with continuous cumulative growth since the
Great Recession,� Bloomberg reported
in October. The main disadvantage of
the system is how it enforces a costincrease cycle. The availability of education loans boosts demand and thus
pushes schools to increase their tuition,
explained John Hupalo, a financial planner at Invite Education to Fortune magazine in October. �Students �in the U.S�
aren�t facing only increasing college

tuition costs; they face increasing costs
of borrowing to afford that degree.�

American Model

Student loans in the U.S. date back to
the 1965 Higher Education Act.
Education lending has increased 157
percent since 2007, according to the
Bloomberg article. This, it reported,
compares to 52 percent growth in
auto loans and a 1 percent drop in
mortgage and credit card debt over
the same period.
According to an August article by
Statistica, a statistics portal, there are
about 45 million student loans totaling
$1.53 trillion in the U.S. Moreover, one in
five graduates has a student debt burden
in excess of $100,000, while the average
loan is estimated around $34,000. The
federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour
at 40 hours a week totals $13,920 per
year, though individual states can stipulate higher minimum hourly pay.
This growth in demand for education
loans led to the creation of a diverse

American Impact

array of debt options. The cheapest student loan�at 5.05 percent annual interest in academic year 2018/2019�and
the easiest to secure is the federally-subsidized Stafford, or Perkins, loan.
Interest rates for personal loans from

private institutions
can range from 5.99
percent to 36 percent, according to
the Bankrate website. Applications
for these loans
don�t require a
credit history since
they go to students. Approval is
contingent
on
meeting education
program requirements.
A major benefit
of federally subsidized loans is that
students
begin
repayment
six
months after graduation, which is
also when interest
begins accumulating. Moreover, deferments are possible if
they pursue another
degree. One downside to federal loans is its low caps in comparison to university tuition. �Because family income and the amount students can
borrow through federal loan programs
have not kept pace, more students take
out private education loans, which carry
worse terms and fewer repayment
options, from banks and other lenders,�

according to a 2011 paper by researcher
Jonathan Glater.
Private sector lending, on the other
hand, offers much higher lending limits.
However, its interest rate is higher than
that of federal loan rates and starts accumulating interest when the loan is
approved. If the graduate or parent
chooses to start payments after graduation, the interest rate moving forward is
on the principal plus the interest
amount accumulated during school
years. This makes it noticeably more
expensive than if repayment started
immediately after taking the loan.
While most education loans in the
U.S. are tailored for students�which
significantly differs from the Egyptian
module�U.S parents can apply for education loans as well under the Parents
PLUS Loan program. They have a higher loan limit, however, approval is contingent on the parent�s credit rating.
Interest for the current fiscal year is 7.6
percent. While repayments can start
after graduation with interest accumulating from the time the loan is issued.

Egypt’s Education
Loans

In Egypt, education loans first appeared
in 2015. So far, terms, conditions, and
procedures to secure an education loan
from Egyptian banks are almost identical to standard bank loans, which are
collateralized by the borrower�s salary.
This means education loans can only be
given to employed individuals with qualifying credit scores, a letter from
employers verifying income and
employment, and utility bills, among
other standard documents.
Education loans fall under the
Central Bank�s 2017 decree that a maximum of 35 percent of net income can be
used to pay debts. �This is truly frustrating because I have one credit card that I
can rarely use due to an EGP 50,000
loan that I am repaying. This is about a
quarter of my salary,� says architect and
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primary breadwinner of her household
Marwa Farid, a 34-year-old mother.
�The 35 percent limit is too small to
include my daughter�s tuition as well.�
The repayment period for education
loans in Egypt can stretch from six
months in banks like QNB Al Ahli, to
84 months at Banque Misr. Tenures are
generally different for personal loans. At
QNB Al Ahli, for instance, personal
loans collateralized by salaries can be
repaid over 84 months, compared to a
range between six to a maximum of 48
months for education loans. Others,
such as the Housing and Development
Bank and Commercial International
Bank, offer only one-year terms for education loans. This compares to up to 10
years for personal loans from the former
and seven years from the latter.
Unlike personal loans, education
loans require additional paperwork
from schools to confirm fees for the
coming academic year. In addition, education loans are directly paid to schools.
Another limitation in Egypt is that
almost all lenders place a cap on student
loans. HSBC can lend up to EGP
100,000 while promising to cover 100
percent of tuition and fees if they are
below that threshold. CIB, on the other
hand, which also promises to cover up
to 100 percent of school and university
tuition, has no lending cap. Instead, it
relies on the credit eligibility of the
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applicant, similar to what happens with
personal loans. �I did a little research,
and the limits are no more than EGP
120,000,� says Farid. �This is one year of
tuition at a top middle school.�

Eventual Need or Fad?

So far, education loans have not
attracted much attention, despite rising tuition fees. �We have had this
product for two years. And until now
I haven�t worked on it,� says a bank
customer service agent who wished
to remain anonymous.
�I can�t remember my parents talking about the need to take a loan for
my education,� says Ammar Hassan, a
35-year-old business owner who pays
EGP 120,000 a year for preschool for
his twin sons. �I have always thought
of education fees as my parents did.
It would take up most of our savings
for the year and we would repeat it
again next year.�
Education loans might be seen as
too similar to personal loans as they
cover only one year of tuition. �I can
take an EGP 1 million personal loan
today collateralized by my company
assets, but only EGP 120,000 at best
via the student loan program,� says
Hassan. �So why wouldn�t I take a
personal loan to cover the next few
years, instead of stressing every year
about applying for a new one?�

The one-year term of education
loans also precludes repaying them
over a longer period of time. �If I can�t
repay the education loan in a year, then
the next year my debt portfolio would
either allow me a smaller loan or a similar one paid over a longer period.
Eventually, I would not be eligible for
any loans by the time my kids reach
high school,� says Taymour Shoukry, a
45-year-old marketer at a food and beverage company who pays EGP 80,000
a year for his elder daughter and EGP
4,500 monthly for a nursery school for
his younger daughter. �It is a debt
dead-end that will come by very soon.�
However, Shoukry believes an education loan might be useful to cover the
first tranche of tuition fees, which is
usually at least half the full-year cost.
The other two tranches would be paid
out of pocket. �I think that could work,�
he says. �The installment amount would
be low enough to be finished in one year.
I guess I may do it like that.�
Hassan agrees such a plan can work
and he is considering moving his two
children to a better school.
�Everything is really up in the air until
we see how high school fees will rise
next year,� says Hassan. Though his
main challenge is changing his mindset, he adds, �I would have to accept
that I would be in perpetual debt for
the next 20 or so years.� n

InFocus
In Partnership with

Government Incentives
for CSR

W

hile the primary goal
of any firm is to boost
its profits; success
can�t be achieved
without enhancing the general welfare
of society. Thus, business owners are
increasingly becoming aware of the
need to develop and integrate a social
purpose into their business models.
Likewise, the Egyptian government too
has realized the benefits of corporate
responsibility and shifted its focus by
introducing laws and regulations to govern this aspect in businesses, for the purpose of achieving a value added for both
sides; the corporate and the community.
Back in 2008, the Ministry of
Investment
and
International
Cooperation established the Egyptian
Center for Corporate Responsibility to
have a place that acts as a knowledge
hub for global knowledge and expertise
as well as capacity building around issues
relating to corporate engagement, corporate social responsibility, corporate
governance, sustainability, and social
investments.
By 2010, the Egyptian Corporate
Responsibility Index was established to
evaluate EGX30 companies� commitment to development work. Egypt is the
first Arab and African country to implement the index, and the second globally
after India.
The Index was reconstructed recently
to rank EGX30 companies on a fixed
and national index. It uses corporate
governance and corporate social responsibility �CSR� norms and standards to
evaluate the actions and programs of the
listed firms.
Furthermore, the index measures the
performance of companies based on

three criteria including, commitment to
protect the environment, implementation of principles of corporate governance, and upholding social status.
Generally, investment funds prefer to
pump investments in companies committed to educational, social, and environmental development. Engagement
in development work can help a company garner capital, create financial value,
and boost profitability and growth,
through the promotion of sustainable
values that adhere to the U.N. goals for
sustainable development.

Tax Incentives

Tax deductions of CSR expenses have
long acted as an incentive for companies to invest in developmental projects. However, in order to regulate
the market, the Egyptian law places a
ceiling of 10 percent of the donor�s
profits paid to public hospitals and
R&D institutions. Donations to government bodies and administration
units are nondeductible.

Investment Incentives

In addition to tax incentives, the new
investment law also encourages CSR
activities through the allocation of a percentage of the companies� profits in
establishing a community development
system in fields including environment
protection, health, social and cultural
development as well as technical education training and scientific research.
One example, the Ministry of
Investment
and
International
Cooperation announced last year the
launch of a competition to select the
leading companies in the field of social

responsibility. This competition aims to
prepare a list of the best investment projects which carried out activities related
to CSR in the fields of cultural development, educational training, and scientific research.
Submission of the competition began
on the first of January. However, no further screening has been announced.
The winning companies will be granted a set of tax incentives provided by the
General Authority for Investments
�GAFI�. In addition, the awarded companies will be each assigned a contact
person at the Investor Service Center
and the Problem Solving Unit to address
their individual needs and issues.
Moreover, all publications of winning
companies will be distributed in conferences GAFI participates in abroad as
successful models of companies operating in Egypt. In addition, they will have
priority in the ministry�s conference
invitations.
Furthermore, GAFI and the ministry
will send all their periodical publications
to the awardees.
This is in addition to a well-publicized
event to promote the winning companies� achievements, with a record on
government websites.

Culture Change

Business leaders in both local and multinational organizations are pushing into
new territory in their quest for differentiation and social impact, consequently
a better brand image and increased profits. Jumping on to that vision shift, the
government sees room for growth in the
alignment with international standards
to encourage public-private cooperation
in developmental work.
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MARKET WATCH
Stock Analysis

Company-Specific Events Saved the Day

W

hen the Central Bank of Egypt �CBE� embarked on
its easing cycle with a 100-basis point interest rate
cut mid-February 2018, the market�s main index
EGX 30 jumped 13.6 percent the following month. However,
this time around, EGX 30 did not respond as positively. The
CBE cut interest rates by a similar 100 basis points on February
14, 2019 which came contrary to market consensus of keeping
rates unchanged after inflation increased in January. While the
interest rate cut was not widely expected, the market reacted
positively in the beginning. EGX 30 jumped 1.4 percent the following Sunday, then it extended its gains to 15,321.2 the following day, before later paring its gains. The period from February
15 to March 15 saw EGX 30 inch a couple of points higher to
settle at 14,991.3. However, based on the newly-launched EGX
30 Capped index, the market ended the period up 1.9 percent
at 19,190.1. This new market index is the same as EGX 30,
except that its constituents� weights are capped at 15 percent
each so that heavyweights do not take over the index performance. Meanwhile, EGX 70 fell 2.0 percent to 698.0.
Nonetheless, the period was full of company-specific events
that drove the prices of certain stocks higher. For instance,
Egypt Kuwait Holding Co. �EKHO� jumped 15 percent to

$1.461 after the company revealed in its 2018 earnings release
the discovery of a larger-than-expected natural gas reserves that
some market analysts estimated can drive the stock higher
beyond $2 a share.
Elsewhere, Heliopolis Housing & Development �HELI�
advanced 14 percent to EGP 24.53 following media reports
quoting a company executive claiming that the state-owned real
estate developer boasted a land bank valued at EGP 80 billion
which some market participants interpreted as indicating EGP
180 a share, not considering the sale-ability discount.
Meanwhile, Eastern Company �EAST� shares added 10.9 percent to EGP18.29 after the government sold a 4.5-percent stake
mostly to foreign and Arab investors at EGP17 a share. This was
part of a private placement that represented 95 percent of the
total offering, marking the kick-off of the government�s public
offerings program.
Market participants are still looking for catalysts, mainly
focusing on the CBE�s next move. Further interest rate cuts
should bode well for stock performance. But lately eyes have
been turning to the exchange rate against the backdrop of a
stronger Egyptian pound versus the dollar, but whether this
trend will continue is anybody�s guess.
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Ibnsina Pharma �ISPH� saw its stock jump 21.6 percent
from EGP10.53 to EGP12.97 after hitting an all-time
high of EGP13.60 on March 7, 2019. Such a performance
was driven mainly by news of a final court decision
charging the company only EGP160 million in its antitrust case. This compared favorably to the fine initially
estimated in excess of EGP1 billion. The stock had reacted positively to the news, having jumped 14.6 percent to
EGP12.47 on the first day after the court decision.
During the period, the stock traded some 23 million
shares worth around EGP290 million.

Capital Markets
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At a Glance
In Partnership with

Egypt’s Key Economic Sectors
Dcode EFC conducted a study assessing the performance of the 12 main economic sectors of the Egyptian economy with regards
to their contribution to growth and employment as well as gender and youth inclusion. Below are the main findings:

1. Growth Potential (Private Sector)

2. Volatility (Private Sector)

During the ten-year period �2008/2009-2017/2018�, wholesale and
retail trade sector recorded the highest contribution to private
sector real GDP growth*, followed by agriculture and manufacturing sectors. Note: Size of the bubble represents the sectors� share
in total GDP in FY 2017/2018

During the ten-year period �2008/2009-2017/2018�, the
agriculture sector was the least volatile in terms of growth*
�coefficient of variation = 0.06�, whereas tourism was the
most volatile �coefficient of variation = 7.97�.

Wholesale and Retail
Trade

Agriculture

0.7%

Manufacturing

0.5%
Real Estate

0.4%
0.3%

Social
Services

0.2%
Extrac�ve
Industries

0.1%
0.0%
0%

Tourism

Electricity 2%

Extrac�ves

Construc�on and
Building

Agriculture
0.6%

Real Estate

Telecommunica�ons

Transport and
Warehousing

Most Volatile

0.8%

Least Volatile

10-year Average Contribu�on Ra�o to Real Growth

0.9%

Financial Intermedia�on
4%
6%
10-year Average Real Growth Rate

8%

10%

12%

Social Services

*GDP at factor cost; constant prices (private sector)
Source: Ministry of Planning and Dcode EFC Calculations

Electricity

Tourism

*GDP at factor cost; constant prices (private sector)
Source: Ministry of Planning and Dcode EFC Calculations

3. Investment Efficiency
Value Added per 1 EGP of Investments �in EGP�ˆ

Calculated by dividing the total value-added �GDP**� by total investments for each sector

Financial Intermedia�on,
125.3

Social Services, 5.5

Wholesale & Retail
Trade, 26.1

Agriculture, 22.3

Construc�on &
Building, 19.3

Tourism, 12.4

Manufacturing, 10.2

Real Estate, 5.1

Extrac�ves, 4.3

Telecommunica�ons,
3.0

Transport. &
Warehousing, 2.9

Electricity, 1.1

Financial Intermediation sector recorded the highest value added per 1 EGP of investments over the past ten years
�2008/09-2017/18�; whereas Electricity sector recorded the lowest.
^How much 1 EGP of investment yields
**GDP at factor cost; current prices
Source: Ministry of Planning and Dcode EFC Calculations
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4. Gender Wage Differentials
Wage per Hour Gender Coefficient �Female/ Male�
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Between 2010 and 2018, females, on average, were relatively better or equally compensated than males in only four sectors, listed
from highest to lowest: Telecommunications, Transport & Warehousing, Electricity and Financial Intermediation.
Source: CAPMAS and Dcode EFC Calculations

5. Employment Creation and Youth Inclusion
5A. Contribution to Employment Growth
Contribu�on to Aggregate Employment Growth (2010-2017)

3.5%
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5B. Youth Employment by Sector
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Between 2010 and 2017, construction & building sector
recorded the highest contribution to employment growth,
followed by wholesale and retail trade.
Note: Real estate sector was excluded from the chart for
better visualization.

The majority of youth �below 29 years� work in the agriculture
sector �20%�, followed by manufacturing sector �18%�.

Source: CAPMAS and Dcode EFC Calculations

Source: Survey of Young People in Egypt (SYPE) 2014 (Latest Available Data)

Key Definitions

• Real estate sector activities encompass a range of services relating to the provision of property, i.e. buying, selling and renting of commercial and residential properties or land. This also includes the activities of real estate agents intermediating in
buying, selling, letting or managing real estate.
• Construction sector encompasses the preparation of land and construction, alteration, and repair of buildings, structures,
and other real property.
• Social services sector includes health and education.
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EXECUTIVE Life
DINING OUT

A Steakhouse with a Flair
By Nadine Abou el Atta

M

y friends and I have
been training for
Cairo�s
yearly
marathon. While most
of them are making good progress, I
have hit a wall. With only a few days
until the race, a friend suggested
upping my protein intake. That same
night, I came across a series of mouthwatering photos from Kazlak, a grill
house in Maadi. Needless to say, the
next day I dragged my best friend
across town to the restaurant.
Kazlak is in the Courtyard complex,
a collection of restaurants and coffee
shops. We arrived at about 8:30 p.m. on
a Sunday to find the Courtyard mostly
empty. Kazlak was no exception with
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only two tables occupied in its outside
dining area.
In Cairo�s winter, it is always enjoyable to eat in the breezy outdoors,
however, we worried our steaks would
cool before we could devour every bit
of them. The very patient staff then
suggested we order and wait for our
food outdoors and move inside once
the meal was ready, which we did.
The general ambiance for both dining areas is relaxed and casual, with
mostly neutral-colored de´cor: grey,
white, and wooden tones.
While the place brands itself as a
grill house and offers a variety of
meats including poultry and lamb,
beef is clearly the focus of the menu,

positioning the brand as more of a
steakhouse. The restaurant also serves
pizza, pasta, and burger options.
Moreover, Kazlak�s Facebook page has
a few posts targeting vegans, with a
three-item section on the menu tailored to vegetarians and a couple of
others vegan. Finding the combination of offerings intriguing�yet confusing in terms of branding�we
decided to try an assortment of beef,
vegetarian, and vegan dishes.
Scanning the appetizers, we decided
to skip the standard variety cream of
chicken soup �EGP 35� and chef salad
�EGP 59� for something different. My
friend wanted to try the shredded oxtail served in a shank bone �EGP 65�,

DINING OUT

but it sounded too carnivorous for my
taste. Instead, we chose to start light
with an Epsuma �EGP 43�, a vegetarian
dish made of smoked cubed eggplant
and mushrooms, mixed with a layer of
caramelized onions, covered with potato foam, and a drizzle of gravy on top.
The potato foam was similar in consistency to a heavy cappuccino foam
that somehow holds itself as a pudding. The waiter said it is made of
equal parts cream and potatoes blended in a special machine to produce this
consistency. The dish is the perfect
comfort food for a winter night, and
the flavors and texture were a wonderful start to our meal.
For our second plate, we opted for a
vegan dish, spaghetti aglio-olio �EGP 65�,
a mixture of pasta, garlic-infused olive
oil, sun-dried tomatoes, and spicy pepper. We chose to forgo the optional
anchovies �+EGP 15� to maintain the
dish plant-based. The dressing was light
and barely noticeable, which I generally
prefer compared to heavily dressed
pasta. However, my friend, who would
have preferred the vegetarian pizza
�EGP 69�, was not impressed.
Next, we went for smoked short ribs
�EGP 172�, which consisted of 420
grams of beef shank slow cooked for
12 hours on wood then smothered
with caramelized onions. The dish
comes with mashed potatoes, which
we replaced with a side of mac and
cheese �+EGP 32�. As the waiter
approached us with the roast, its
smoky-sweet aroma filled the dining
area. Needless to say, it tasted exactly
as it smelled. Of everything we tried,
this dish was our favorite. The mac
and cheese, however, was average,
mostly consisting of bechamel sauce
with very little cheese.
For our second main dish, we were
torn
between
a
600-gram
chateaubriand tenderloin covered
with smoked butter �EGP 420� and a
600-gram rib-eye steak cooked in
marrow butter �EGP 325�. We decided
to go for the latter because nothing
beats a classic rib-eye.
We ordered the steak medium only
to receive it on the rarer-side of

medium rare. When I complained
about the mostly pink steak, the waiter apologized and quickly took the
plate back to the kitchen. Five minutes later, he returned with a proper
medium steak, apologized, and
explained that while cooked to the
correct temperature, the steak should
have been left to rest in the kitchen
for several minutes to reach a medium
state. This wasn�t the only time we
appreciated the quick response,
friendliness, and knowledge of
Kazlak�s waiters. They knew the
menu and ingredients by heart, something we don�t often come across.
The chewy texture of the huge steak
came with a complementary sauce of
winchester, soy, seasoning, and blended caramelized onions. While the
sauce was excellent, the steak lacked
any flavor on its own. The plate was
served with a side of potato wedges,
my second favorite dish of the night.
They were the perfect balance of
crispy and soft.
Despite the huge portions of our
main courses, we didn�t want to leave
without sampling the dessert menu.
Kazlak offers three main options:
cre`me brulee �EGP 33�, strawberry

tres-leches cake �EGP 42�, and hot
chocolate mousse �EGP 35�. I have
never been a fan of cre`me brulee, which
left
us
with
two
options.
Unfortunately, we were too stuffed to
try both, so we asked our waiter for
his recommendation. He explained
that the chocolate mousse was
imported, however, the cake was the
chef �s creation and unique to the
restaurant. Needless to say, we went
for the second option, which turned
out to be a piece of butter cake soaked
in sweetened condensed milk and
cream, then covered with strawberry
sauce. Despite how heavy that sounds,
the dessert was light and satisfying.
In general, Kazlak offers a dining experience worth much more than its price.
For a no-fuss, satisfying meat and potatoes dinner, it is the place to go. It excels
at slow-cooked meats, the portions are
huge, and the variety offered�despite
how confusing it is�meets every taste. ■

KAZLAK

2 Palestine street, Maadi
Open from: 12 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Reservations: 0120 000 8680
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Egypt’s Baris
“

Well, isn’t this why we are going?” I tell my frustrated
friend as I scan the menu for the largest caffeine dose
possible at my favorite coffee shop. She had been
searching online since we sat down for information about
Baris, Egypt’s southernmost oasis, and found nothing but
general descriptions. We had a couple of hours to kill before
our trip began at 1 a.m.
While not much is known about the oasis, Baris had been
made famous in the 1960s by the movie, “A Wife from
Baris,” which depicts Cairenes living in a Bedouin culture.
Locals, however, believe the movie was in poor taste, as it cast
the oasis and its people as ignorant Bedouins.
All we knew at this point was the promise of lush greenery,
genuine people, and a very long ride. From Cairo and other
northern cities, there are two main routes to Baris. The shorter one runs straight down the Nile valley, crossing Assiut to
Kharga oasis, and then south. We planned to stop at several
sites along the way, and thus opted for the second route,
which passes through most of the country’s oases; first heading west through Bahria, then south through Farafra, Dakhla
and Kharga, finally ending at Baris.
As far as our search went, there aren’t any hotels in Baris,
which is why we opted to stay in Kharga, a much more developed oasis. It took us almost a whole day to make it to our
hotel, where we discovered our room didn’t have windows.
Thankful for the well-functioning bathroom, we quickly
changed and headed out for a walk.
Due to its proximity to Assiut, the oasis doesn’t have a
Bedouin culture like that of more remote oases, which is why
we changed our minds and spent the remaining hours in town
in an ahwa chatting the night away.
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By Nadine Abou el Atta

Dush Temple

Our second day started at 6 a.m., when we dragged ourselves
out of our rooms for a quick breakfast. We had a long day
ahead and needed to move early. The distance from Kharga
to Baris oasis is just over 90 kilometers straight south, during
which we passed through several checkpoints. While security
officers were very nice, be ready to answer a lot of questions.
The closer you are to Egypt’s borders, the more precise your
plans and answers need to be.
The first excursion was to the tip of Baris, the Roman temple of Dush (89 AD). Named after the town it was built in,
the temple honors the Egyptian gods Osiris, Isis, and Horus.
Many towns and cities in Upper Egypt today still have their
original pharaonic names. Dush, for example, derives from
Kusht, which became Dusht as the local dialect evolved to
reach its current name of Dush. The town has 165 inhabitants, many of whom have never gone beyond Kharga oasis,
or at least that’s what everyone told us.
When we first arrived, Halawethom, an employee of the
town’s authority welcomed us with a box of dates. She then
lead us to the temple guides. The temple is about a 500-meter
uphill walk from the gate. Making our way to the temple we
kept stepping on broken clay chips and what seemed like ceilings of buried houses. According to our guide, the temple that
remains was part of a four-story fortress built overlooking the
ancient commercial route between Darfur in Sudan and the
Nile Valley.
While very little remains of the fortress, the temple has only
lost its colors and carvings. The monument was similar to
other Roman temples, however, it has the rare feature of a
second story.

Travel

Despite our presence, the area was silent. Sounds do
not carry well there, making it blessedly peaceful. The
borders of the place were marked by grayish-white
trees, an unusual sight in Egypt. No one knew their
name, only that they turn white in winter

Darawish Fortress

We bid the people of Dush farewell and headed farther
south to Darawish Fortress. About 20 kilometers from
Baris, the fortress is the only one remaining of five built
in the early 19th century to prevent invasions from the
south and southwest.
While it has long been called a fortress, the name can
be misleading, as it is a 9-square-meter structure. Built
with clay bricks, it is surrounded by homes, most of
which were clay as well.
When we arrived, everybody headed directly into the
miniature fortress, however, the greenery nearby was so
rich I had to spend a couple of minutes walking through
the fields. After my dose of nature, I headed back
toward the building, only to be chased most of the way
by a group of goats looking for food.
The ground floor of the fortress was a square room
with a low ceiling and a staircase leading to an even
smaller second-story room. To protect the frail structure
of the building, we were told to climb the external staircase to the second floor to enter the building and leave
through the entrance on the first floor. As I approached
the inside staircase, I noticed the ceiling was about to
collapse. Most of the clay was soft and covered with
palm leaves. The guide stood at the top of the stairs,

instructing us how to hop from one stable brick to the
other. He later explained that they have requested the
local authority to prohibit the entrance of the fortress
but no decision has been made so far.

Lunch in the Field

By the time we were done, it was almost 1 p.m., lunchtime
in Baris. Escorted to a nearby field, the locals invited us for
a scrumptious lunch of feteer with dips balah (sweet date
concentrate that tastes like molasses). While feteer is a
common dish throughout Egypt, every region has its own
version. Interestingly, Baris’ version is not only salty but
filled with green pepper and mild spices, unlike most versions throughout Egypt that are sweet.
After lunch, we strolled the surrounding field, passing
cows and buffaloes unimpressed by the presence of
strangers. A beautiful thing about most of Egypt’s oases
is the availability of fruit. It is commonly acceptable to
pick some fruit from nearby fields, something definitely
lacking in the northern parts of the country.
By the end of the hour, it was time to move on to our
second destination. As Halawethom bid us farewell, she
gave each of us a handful of small seedless dates. This
was the first time any of us had ever seen such a date.
According to our local guide, Baris and neighboring
oases have rare palms, the produce of which is never
traded, only used locally.

Ghueita and Zayaan Temples
Despite their long history, our next two stops were brief.
We began with Ghueita Temple, also referred to as Qasr
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el Ghueita or Gabal Ghueita. The
history of the temple dates to 2055
BC during the Middle Kingdom.
However, several sections of the
structure are newer, the most recent
of which was built in 204 BC to
honor the gods Amun, Mut,
Khonsu, and Hibis. Similar to
Dush, most of the surrounding
desert was littered with broken
shards of clay.
By the time we reached our final
temple of the day, it was almost
sunset, which rendered our stop
even shorter. Zayaan temple, built
for the god Mut, is a few minutes
away from Ghueita and dates to
the Ptolemaic era.

Piece of Heritage

As the sun set, so did our day at
Baris. We were exhausted, but our
night had just begun. We were
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invited by Montasser el Wahaty,
one of the locals, to check out his
house, the oldest standing residence
in Kharga. We were beyond tired,
but couldn’t miss the opportunity.
Located in the old neighborhood of Kharga, the House named
Mesbah el Wahaty took five years
of renovations to reach its current
state. Similar to all the monuments we visited, it was built
using clay bricks and is fairly
large. Back then, according to el
Wahaty, extended families lived
under one roof, with each family
occupying a small windowless
room.
The house is two stories high,
with only half of the second covered by a roof, which is used as a
seating area. We spent about three
hours drinking tea, eating dates
and peanuts, and listening to won-

derful stories about the history of
Egypt’s oases, their inhabitants,
and how politics in Cairo shaped
their lives.
By the time we left it was almost
midnight, and we were all so tired
that none of us spoke on the way
back. Nevertheless, I wished the
day had been longer and our energies higher. The beauty of Baris isn’t
only monuments and open fields, it
is a trip back in time. With the
exception of a few modern amenities, Barisians still live as they did
thousands of years ago, pure-hearted, in the middle of lush greenery
and surrounded by temples.
Despite the disappointment I
felt when we reached our hotel
that night, I never thought I
would be so happy to walk into
our stuffy room and throw myself
onto the bed.■
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Events
CONFERENCE

Scaling Up Egypt’s Real Estate

With real estate accounting for more than 10 percent of Egypt�s
GDP, the industry is viewed as a core propeller of the country�s
economic growth. Despite figures, developers and other stakeholders are worried about several roadblocks ahead.
AmCham Egypt held its fifth annual Real Estate Conference
on March 18th at the Nile Ritz Carlton to discuss the concerns,
solutions, and potential of the sector.
Minister of Housing, Utilities, and Urban Communities
Assem el Gazzar began by noting the importance of boosting investments in Egypt�s new cities. �We are living on 6
percent of our land, which is barely supporting us today,�
he said. �our goal is to double the inhabited area.� To
achieve that, el Gazzar highlighted the importance of
expanding Egypt�s transportation network to connect
remote areas to major cities.
Furthermore, the ministry is building, as part of the government�s 2050 strategic plan, 14 new smart cities. The benefit of
which doesn�t only extend to the newer communities, but to
older parts of Cairo as well. �When people move to the new
administrative capital, for example, the government will be able
to upgrade Cairo�s infrastructure,� he noted. �We are separating
government administration from the daily lives of Cairo residents to improve both.�
El Gazzar ended his speech with the importance of residential expansions, given the huge low- and middle-income housing
gap. �We built 350,000 units in the past two years. By 2022, we
will add 750,000,� said el Gazzar. �To reduce the gap, we need
to build 600,000 units every year.�
Role of Government
Mai Abdel Hamid, CEO of the Social Housing Mortgage
Finance Subsidy Fund, addressed the importance of competition between public and private sectors in benefiting buyers.
The government, as a developer, needs to focus on low- and
middle-income housing in order to fulfill the current supply
gap, Abdel Hamid explained, adding the importance of
generating �revenue from middle-income and more upmarket
projects to pay for heavily subsidized low-income homes.�
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Parliamentarian and AmCham Egypt�s Real Estate
Committee member Mohamed el Akkad agreed with
Abdel Hamid. However, he stressed the importance of
maintaining a balanced and fair relationship with developers, as the government expands its presence in upmarket
projects. �This is where a new law would come into play. It
would regulate the relationship between the government,
the private developer, and the buyer,� he said. �Therefore,
reflect positively on the entire sector.�
Private developers don�t entirely agree. �Talk of equal opportunity can only exist among private companies, with the government acting as referee,� said Hisham Shoukry, chairman and
CEO of Rooya Group. �If the referee decides to also be a player, then there can�t be a balanced environment.� His concerns
include unfair land pricing and allowing the state to build taller
buildings where it sees fit.
Shoukry stressed the way forward is for the government to
focus on building commercial facilities that don�t interest private developers, including conference centers and large medical
complexes in new cities. �This would attract residential and
commercial investments as there would be economic activity all
year round,� he explained. The current system of constructing
commercial facilities after people move in isn�t attractive to private developers, explains Shoukry.
Moreover, �if the state wants money to build low-income
homes, it can create a fund that takes a small percentage of private developer profits to fund these units,� Shoukry said.
For Tarek el Gammal, chairman of Redcon Construction,
who has projects in 6th of October City, Sheikh Zayed, and
New Cairo, believes the government and the private sector
are not really in competition. �It is more like complementary
efforts,� he explains, highlighting that private developers can�t
cater to a lower tier market as land is very expensive, accounting for 20 percent to 30 percent of the total cost of a given
project. Additionally, the state can complete real estate projects quickly compared to private developers, which is in line
with its fast-track development strategy. �I think that private
developers need to consider mergers to cope,� he said.

Events

Beyond Residential
Private developers look at commercial and retail space as either
a substitute for residential investments or as an enhancing addition. However, for Ahmed Badrawy, executive chairman of
Marakez, �the trend in retail in Egypt is growing fast.� He further explained that these types of projects have a growing need
in cities that have unmet needs, such as Tanta.�
According to Magued Sherif, CEO of SODIC, there are clear
deficiencies in the supply of commercial space, nearly half of
which is for food and beverages compared to only 15 percent
globally. Hospitality developments and office space are similarly lagging. To cope with demand, the healthcare sector, for
example, needs to add 365 hospital beds annually, he said,
adding that only 300 beds were added last year.
Furthermore, non-residential developments can help drive
residential sales, according to Ahmed el Hitamy, CEO of
Madinet Nasr Housing and Development. �This is why we are
focusing on mixed-use developments,� he said. Mohamed
Mekawi, professor of structural engineering at Ain Shams
University, agrees, noting China State Construction
Engineering Corporation�s construction of Africa�s tallest tower
in the New Administrative Capital, in addition to 17 other towers built on 1.7 million square meters, on a �very tight schedule
of between 36 to 42 months.�
However, not all developers have a similar strategy. City Edge
Developments, a state-owned company, for example, generated
to date EGP 11 billion in sales from residential units compared
to EGP 1 billion from non-residential investments, according to
the company�s CEO Amr el Kady.
No Fear of Bubbles
This growth in real estate projects is met with questions regarding their affordability. Sherif of SODIC noted prices per square
meter at a development in New Cairo more than tripled from
2013 to 2018, from an average of EGP 6,000 per square meter
to EGP 19,000.
This has deterred neither the government nor private
developers. During fiscal year �FY� 2012/2013, government
investments were EGP 627 million versus EGP 32.2 billion
by the private sector. By FY 2017/2018, the government
invested EGP 17.87 billion, while the private sector has
invested EGP 62.57 billion.
Driving this growth in supply are �strong fundamentals,� said
Sherif. Of Egypt�s population of 100 million, 70 percent are
under the age of 35, a segment that is growing 2.1 percent annually. �The current housing gap is 3 million units, with marriages
averaging 936,000 a year,� he said. Another strong fundamental
is the rise in remittances after the pound�s devaluation. Finally,
there is growing liquidity outside the system, he noted. Its
strength was evident when it funded about 50 percent of the
New Suez Canal�s EGP 64 billion in 2014. �This money is

estimated to have topped EGP 438.1 billion in 2018 compared
to EGP 241 billion in 2013,� said Sherif.
As private developers have addressed only 10 percent of the
overall demand, mainly focusing on upper-middle class and
above, Sherif believes there is no bubble. �There are 1.9 million
people living in affluent areas in Cairo. Most of them want to
live a better life in new cities where there are amenities and
organized commercial offerings,� he said. �We also must not
forget that demand for units for investment purposes has
increased post-float to hedge against future devaluations. It is a
familiar and tangible investment.�
Securing Funding
Looking ahead, the Egyptian Stock Exchange �EGX� will play a
major role in funding real estate developers, noted Mohamed
Farid, EGX chairman. These are already attractive stocks, giving an 18 percent return on equity. �Large, medium, and small
cap listed real estate companies have all seen double-digit
growth since they listed in revenue, assets, and net income,�
said Farid. There are six large-cap, seven medium, and 23 small
developers listed on EGX.
Moreover, Farid believes there is a need for real estate trust
funds in Egypt. �We only have one such listed fund,� he noted.
�It provides lower investment entry costs and more flexibility to
fund projects, short-term income, value, and diversification.�
Another major benefit for the sector would be a real estate
index that shows prices of units in the primary market as a first
step, then later prices in the secondary market for every development. �We can�t see the growth we aspire to unless we have
sufficient disclosed data about market trends and movements,�
concluded Farid. n
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CUSTOMS AND TAXATION

Latest Taxation Modifications
As the government attempts to align Egypt�s taxation
administration with the rest of the world, companies are
facing some adoption challenges. On March 6th, in Conrad
Cairo Hotel, AmCham�s customs and Taxation committee
held a workshop titled 2018 Corporate Tax E-Filing:
Updates, Requirements, and Challenges
Ramy Mina, tax partner at Saleh, Barsoum & Abdel
Aziz�Deloitte, highlighted challenges facing local accounting firms with the late introduction of electronic filing to
their operations. �We must apply it now, given how integrated the world has become as well as the growing size of
e-commerce,� Mina said. �All of the challenges we are currently facing, U.S. firms witnessed when they first applied
e-filing 10 years ago. With time, the process will definitely
improve.�
Ahmed el Sayed, the tax partner at Ernst & Young Egypt,
addressed how the government�s changed transfer pricing
regulations in a confusing manner. Currently, he explains,
transfer pricing is paper filed not electronically filed like
the rest of the taxes. It is also processed by a new department founded by the Egyptian Tax Authority �ETA�. �It is
the responsibility of the local company to prepare the
transfer pricing documentation as well as keep the old
records if ETA wants to review them,� el Sayed added.

Meanwhile, Egypt�s implementation of the recent dividend tax and capital gains tax has been postponed until
May 2020, according to Karim Emam, tax partner at
PricewaterhouseCoopers �PwC�, in which he consequently
expects the state to require additional paperwork filing for
both these taxes given how sophisticated the tax evasion
scheme has become. Emam, moreover, expects for the
capital gains and dividends tax rates for listed and unlisted
companies to be unified.
Lastly, Yasser Maharem, the Tax Partner at Mazars
Mostafa Shawki, discussed the recent introduction of the
0.25 percent tax on revenue to support the new national
healthcare system. �This definition is unfair to companies
with high revenue and low-profit margins,� said Maharem,
adding that it doesn�t include establishments like hotels
and universities, who he believes should contribute. In the
pipeline are taxes on treasury bills as well as a draft law that
unifies the processes and procedures of all types of tax that
corporates and individual pay in Egypt. n

HUMAN RESOURCES

Special Needs Inclusion at Work
�The aim is not to give those with special needs a salary for staying at home. It is their constitutional right to work. They must
be given a real chance to fulfill their ambitions and dreams,�
Mohamed Eissa, First Advisor to the Minister of Manpower
and Immigration said, at an AmCham Egypt�s Human
Resources Committee held on January 21st titled: Supporting
the Goal of an Inclusive Employment Market in Egypt.
The first step towards that target is law 10 for 2018 whose
executive regulations were issued in January. According to Eissa,
the philosophy of the new law is different from the one implemented in 1975 and modified in 1982. The new law retains the 5
percent of workforce requirements to be of special needs but
modified it to also apply to companies employing over 20 people. The new law stipulates for the private sector to explicitly
choose to hire their own persons with disability or interview
from recommended ones by the ministries of social solidarity
and manpower. Moreover, if an individual experienced a permanent disability while already employed at an organization,
the new law automatically includes them as part of the set 5 percent quota. Additionally, the law obligates the 5 percent quota
to be calculated and implemented on every branch of an organization/company, rather than calculated based on the total
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workforce. �That way we can ensure that special needs individuals can find work anywhere in Egypt,� Eissa said. Moreover,
for the first time, dwarfism is included in the new law.
Speaking at the event, Sami Mohmed, CEO and ذhairman of
Asdaa Association for Development of People with Hearing
Impairment; stressed on the fact that people with some hearing impairment can actually focus better when working on production lines for example.
Sharing the same thought is Ashraf Othman, ذhairman of
Ibtissama Foundation. He noted that individuals with hearing
difficulties can effectively work in factories with loud machinery, which many others might find disturbing. Furthermore, Aly
Shaaban, ذhairman of the Association for the Welfare of Dwarfs
and Nogoum Elkhair; and Omar Khalifa, founder and CEO of
Shaghalni.com highlighted the importance of training and integration efforts by hiring companies to support persons with disabilities and include them across various sectors.n

Events
CORPORATE IMPACT & SUSTAINABILITY

Role of Private Sector in
Education Advancement
There is a great need for more private sector partnerships
focusing on community development through educational
advancement, CEO of Takatof Association for
Development, Mireille Nessim, said at the Corporate
Impact and Sustainability �CIS� committee meeting on
March 13th titled �Community Advancement through
Education and Training.� Within this context, Nessim
highlighted some existing partnerships and best-practices
implemented in-line with the UN�s Sustainable
Development Goals �SDGs� and Egypt Vision 2030.
Along with Vodafone and Microsoft, to name a few,
Takatof is assisting in enabling the ecosystem for better
education by focusing on upgrading facilities and services,
enhancing soft skills, and implementing strict monitoring
and evaluation mechanisms, Nessim notes.
Furthermore, she explains that Vodafone�s literacy initiative
Knowledge is Power �KIP�, expands the horizon of the learning
environment. Through a mobile application, users learn to read
and write through various activities embedded in the software
that mix both human capacity building along with conventional educational practices.

Moving onto Microsoft, the company worked on incorporating technology into teaching and learning, Nessim adds.
Microsoft�s Partners in learning program built teachers� capacities and earned them advanced certifications. Similarly, Shape
the Future program helped in the operation and distribution of
operating systems and learning tools to modernize education
techniques.
According to Patrick Papanis, Team Leader of the Social
Perception Project, Technical and Vocational Education and
Training �TVET� Program, positioning the private sector at the
forefront of technical and vocational education and growth is
his project�s goal. Implemented in 27 governorates, TVET
Egypt focuses on linking its programs to businesses through the
development of competency-based curricula.
At the Higher Education level, Amideast Egypt�s country
director, Shahinaz Ahmed, said they have been working on
the facilitation of educational opportunities for people with
disabilities in five public universities. n

HUMAN RESOURCES

Neuroscience as a Basis
for HR Practices
For many human resource experts, creating better working conditions and improving the quality of the workforce is a careerlong mission, noted Maissah Saoud, Managing Partner at Quest
Human Development and Change Agents during an HR
Committee meeting held on February 18th titled
�Neuroscience in HR: New Insights for Learning and
Development.�
She explained that while many of these efforts are guesswork,
�many of the common HR practices are backed by proven scientific research.
According to Saoud, using neuroscience in HR is not as
complicated as people may perceive. The first step is to distinguish myths from facts, she said citing several common, yet
misleading assumptions. One example is the common belief
that people can�t learn beyond a certain age. �This is a myth
as Neuroplasticity tells us otherwise,� she said.
Neuroplasticity is the brain�s ability to reorganize itself by
forming new neural connections. �It is like a taxi driver continuing to learn new routes even after spending years driving
around town,� said Saoud. On the other hand, a common

myth is the brain�s ability will improve by solving crossword
puzzles as we get older. �A 2011 study by Albert Einstein
College of Medicine proved this,� she said.
Identifying the factors that impact the learning process is
another aspect of neuroscience that helps in the development
of HR practices, noted Seoud. �In other words, how the human
brain reacts to certain conditions and situations.� She explained
that neuroscience states that brains have psychological filters.
�If you can see the positive in something, it will impact you positively, and vice versa.�
She further added that when a person is stressed they
won�t be able to learn anything whether in class or during
work. This leads into the power of visualization, which determines how one feels while working. �People feel happy when
working on something important and get recognized while
doing it,� Saoud added. n
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Member News

ELSEWEDY ELECTRIC

Elsewedy Electric launched the first-of-its-kind thermal conductors.
Manufactured in collaboration with the American CTC Global, the
conductors are more efficient than of their regular counterparts and
require fewer iron towers. They are made of hybrid carbon fibers,
making them 70 percent lighter and 50 percent stronger than those
made of steel. The conductors also use 28 percent more aluminum,
which reinforces capacity and eliminates negative effects of high
temperatures on regular wires.

JAZ HOTEL GROUP

Jaz Hotel Group owner and founder of Travco Group Hamed El Chiaty has
been awarded the 2019 TUI Lifetime Achievement Award by TUI
Deutschland. The global award was presented by TUI Deutschland CEO
Marek Andryszak, COO Stefan Baumert and Board Member David
Burling to Chiaty during a regal ceremony in recognition of his merits
and his exceptional contribution to the travel and tourism industry since
1979. TUI Lifetime Achievement Award is considered the highest accolade
that can be awarded by TUI.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC EGYPT

As part of the reinforcement of ongoing training for cancer prevention,
General Electric Healthcare in Egypt organized a training and best practice sharing forum dedicated to biomedical excellence in the field of cancer prevention and the role of digital health. The course was attended by
representatives from the Ministry of Health, International Medical
Center, Cairo University, university hospitals, the private sector, and
more than 150 biomedical engineers from Egypt and abroad.

SAFIR HOTEL CAIRO

Safir Hotel Cairo has been awarded booking.com’s Guest Review
Award with a score 8.2/10. The award honors the excellent accommodation and outstanding services based on the guests' positive comments and reviews which reflect the highest customer satisfaction, in
addition to teamwork dedication to outstanding services, exceeding
guest expectations and create unforgettable experiences.

NEW MEMBERS

Real Estate

Diplomatic Missions

Orientals for Urban Development
"OUD"

European Investment Bank
Mohamed Madkour
Project Manager
Address: 2005 North Tower, Nile City
Towers, Cornich El Nil, Ramlet
Boulaq, Cairo
Tel: (20-2) 2461-9890/8460
Membership Type
Fax: (20-2) 2461-9891
Public & Diplomatic
Website: www.eib.org

The Operational Unit for
Development Assistance

Address: Oriental Weavers Complex, 8
Zakariya Khalil Street, Heliopolis, Cairo
Membership Type
Tel: (20-2) 2268-3081/5/7
Associate Resident
Fax: (20-2) 2267-2248
Website: www.oud-egypt.com

Construction/Engineering
365 Ecology

Tamer Naiem
Executive Director
Address: 6 Ibn Mayser Street,
Zamalek, Cairo
Tel: (20-2) 2737-5088/89
Fax: (20-2) 2737-5091
Website: www.ouda.org.eg

Asser Hamdy
Chairman & Managing Director

Osama Bekhit
Managing Director
Membership Type
Public & Diplomatic

Pharmaceuticals/Medical/Health

Address: 184- Neighborhood 1District 7- El Sheikh Zayed, 6th of
October, Giza
Tel: (20-10) 9570-1744
Website: www.365ecology.com

Power

SoficoPharm SAE

United Industry Company-El Sewedy

Karim El Ashram
COO

Mohamed El Sewedy
Managing Director- Board Member

Address: 12 Ismail El Kabbany, Nasr
City, Cairo
Tel: (20-2) 2386-8490
Fax: (20-2) 2386-8356
Website: www.soficopharm.com

Address: Plot 27, 1st District, Fifth
Settlment
Tel: (20-2) 2759-9700
Fax: (20-2) 2759-9743
Website: www.elsewedy.com

Membership Type
General

Membership Type
Associate Resident

Membership Type
Associate Resident

Investment

Real Estate
Madaar Development

Sky Investments

Maged Salah
CEO

Ayman Hussein
Chairman

Address: 29 El Falah Street,
Mohandessin, Giza
Tel: (20-2) 3344-5505
Fax: (20-2) 3344-9444
Website: www.madaar.com/
www.azha.life

Address: 13 Themar Street,
Mohandessin,Giza
Tel: (20-2) 3336-3216
Fax: (20-2) 3335-8007
Website: www.sky-investments.com

Membership Type
Associate Resident

Membership Type
Associate Resident
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NEW MEMBERS

Affiliate Members
Accounting
Nesreen Maher

Denys Denya

Partner, Tax Services, PwC

Ahmed Zaghloul

Mohammed Yaghmour

Vice President-Head of Business, International
Company for Leasing (Incolease)

Partner, Tax Services Leader- KSA & Egypt,PwC

Building Materials
Mohamed Aly

Executive Vice President, African Export- Import Bank

Food & Beverages
Amr El Garhy
General Manager- Tiba , Juhayna Food Industries Co.

Group Chief Financial Officer, Middle East Glass
Manufacturing Co. SAE

Industrial Machinery & Equipment
Amr shahin

Construction/Engineering
Nermin Elseify

Finance Manager- MENAPT Cluster, SC Johnson Egypt
(A Family Co.)

Reham Labib

Public Affairs Manager, Polaris International Industrial
Parks

HR Manager, SC Johnson Egypt (A Family Co.)

Consultancy
Ahmed Selim

Insurance
Nevine Edward

Board Member, Transcentury Associates

Amir Kirollos

Human Resources Manager, MetLife, Life Insurance
Company

Board Member, Transcentury Associates

Information Technology
Ali Tawfiq

Karim Rizk
Board Member, Transcentury Associates

Head of Corporate Marketing & Strategy, Advanced
Computer Technology (ACT)

Financial Sector
Khaled Barakat

Legal Services
Donia El-Mazghouny

Head of Retail Banking & Digital Banking, Arab
Banking Corporation - Egypt (Bank ABC)

Ahmed El Badrashini
Head of SME, Arab Banking Corporation - Egypt (Bank
ABC)

Mohamed Sadek

Partner, Shahid Law Firm

Mining
Magdy Salem
Deputy Financial Controller, Aton Mining Inc.

Pharmaceuticals/Medical/Health
Mohamed Sweilam

AlexBank CFO, AlexBank

EMB Egypt GM, Pfizer Egypt

Ghada Gawish

Corporate Affairs Lead, Pfizer Egypt

Head of Multinational Client Office, AlexBank

Afdal Attallah
Deputy Managing Director, Société Arabe
Internationale de Banque (SAIB)
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Waleed Sakr
Real Estate
Hisham Moussa
Senior General Manager- Chief Operations Officer, Al
Futtaim Real Estate Development, SAE

NEW MEMBERS

New Replacements in Member Companies
Rana Osman

Category: Affiliate
Sector: Automotive

Brand Manager, General
Motors Egypt, SAE

Hossam El-Sebaei

Category: Associate Resident
Sector: Human Resources

Finance Director, First
Egyptian Engineering

Karim Shehata

Category: Affiliate
Sector: Information
Technology

Business Unit Director,
Vodafone Egypt
Telecommunications, SAE

Ahmad Hammouda
General Manager, Uber Egypt LLC

Yasmine Aïdaros

Category: Affiliate
Sector: Information
Technology

Corporate External Legal
Affairs Director, Microsoft
Egypt, LLC

Ahmed El Salmy
Cloud Business Group
Director, Microsoft Egypt, LLC

Adel Hamed Gadallah
Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer, Telecom Egypt

Tarek Heiba

Category: Affiliate
Sector: Information
Technology
Category: Affiliate
Sector: Information
Technology

Category: Affiliate
Sector: Information
Technology

General Manager, Dell EMC

Brian Essner

Category: General
Sector: Petroleum

Vice President
International Marketing &
Egypt Country Manager,
Noble Energy Egypt

Mohsen Adel

Category: General
Sector: Information
Technology

Category: Public & Diplomatic

Sector: Public & Governmental
Executive Director,
Organizations
General Authority for
Investment & Free Zones (GAFI)

Ahmed Beshry

Director Leasing West Region, Majid
Al Futtaim Properties – Egypt

Toon Pierre
Managing Director, Maersk
Egypt Shipping Agency

Category: Affiliate
Sector: Real Estate

Category: General
Sector: Tranportation

Changes
Change in Member’s Category
Jaap Nagelvoort
Managing Director, Badr Petroleum Co. (Bapetco)
Category: Affiliate
Sector: Petroleum

Mohamed Abdel Kader
Citi Country Officer, Citibank, NA Egypt
Category: General
Sector: Financial Sector

Taner Sensoy
Commercial Manager, Noble Energy Egypt
Category: Affiliate
Sector: Petroleum

Change in Member Company
Haitham Hammad
Head of Retail Banking Group, Société Arabe
Internationale de Banque (SAIB)

Mohamed Khamis
Owner & Vice Chairman of OUD,
Orientals for Urban Development "OUD"

Change in Company’s Information
Credit Suisse AG, Cairo
Representative Office
Address: 12 B 04 Cairo Festival City,
Administrative Bldg. Howeedy Building
Telephone: (20-2) 2324-1300
Fax: (20-2) 2324-1301

For any change to contact information,
please contact the Membership Services
Department at the Chamber’s office
Tel: (20-2) 3333-6900, ext. 0016
Fax: (20-2) 3336-1050
E-mail: membership@amcham.org.eg
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Announcements
Jobs
AMCHAM RECRUITMENT CENTER
Code

Vacancies

Company Name

114989
114986
115005
114997
116076
107741

Marketing Executive
Senior Travel Counselor
Agriculture Manager
Social Behavior Change and Communications Expert
HSE Specialist
Packaging Manager

SUMMIT
American Express Travel Services Egypt
Domiatec Group
CID Consulting
Sphinx Glass
ALPLA Taba

For more information about these jobs and others, visit:
www.amcham.org.eg/recruitment – e-mail: recruitment@amcham.org.eg, Tel: (20-2) 333 88 220 Ext. 1513 - 1514 Fax: (20-2) 333 73 779

Top Tenders

TOP TENDERS

FROM

TAS

Client

Description

Deadline

Bid bond
Specs fees

Supply & erection of 2 x 750 MVA, 500, 220/ 11 KV auto transformers for the High EETC - Egyptian Electricity Transmission Co. - Upper
Dam power plant with postponed deadline to now become 4/10/2019 instead of Egypt Zone,, The Cashier
10/3/2019. For inquiries contact Tel. 2 - 2401283. P.19

April 10,
2019

N/A
N/A

Supply, erection & rehabilitation of gas emissions measuring units to link gas EDEPC - East Delta Electricity Production Co., The
fired power stations with the national network for gas emissions at the Cashier
Environment Agency & with the Ministry's General Secretariat at the company's different locations.

April 10,
2019

EGP 220,000
EGP 5,000

Beneficiary Sectors

Sectors
Energy
Energy

Information &
Communications
Technology
Environment

Generating Sectors

www.amcham.org.eg/TAS

For further information, contact the Business Information Center at AmCham Egypt
Tel: (20-2) 3338-1050 – Direct: (20-2) 3761-9641 • Fax: (20-2) 3338-9896 • E-mail: info@amcham.org.eg
Website: www.amcham.org.eg • US Website: www.amcham-egypt.org

U.S. Exhibitions
Listings are now available on our website:www.amcham.org.eg
Exhibitions related to the following sectors are scheduled for the upcoming months.
Sector

Show Name

Website

Embassy Contact Person

TEL.

Environmental Technologies

WasteExpo 2019

wasteexpo.com

Rania Mikhaeil

2797-3487

Machinery; Advanced Mfg

National Restaurant Association
Restaurant, Hotel-Motel Show

nationalrestaurantshow.com

Rania Mikhaeil

2797-3487

Franchising

International Franchise Expo

ifeinfo.com

Cherine Maher

2797-2688

ifeinfo.com

Cherine Maher

2797-2688

May

June
Franchising

International Franchise Expo

For more information about these exhibitions, please contact: The Commercial Service at the U.S. Embassy
Tel: (20-2) 2797-2330/ 40 - E-mail: office.cairo@trade.gov
*Please refer to the Commercial Service at the U.S. Embassy for any updates on the exhibitions.
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Golden “Saving” Account
In Egyptian Pounds & Foreign Currencies

SAVE MORE... EARN MORE
• Highly competitive interest rates on your savings, with higher interest rates for
higher balances
• Flexible interest payment frequencies (Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-annually and
Annually)
• Available in Egyptian pound and foreign currencies (USD, Euro and GBP)
• Credit card (Visa or MasterCard) can be issued against saving account
• Open your Golden Saving Account now in any of our 85+ branches in Egypt
• Enjoy easy 24/7 money access with international debit card of your choice (VISA/
MasterCard) at shops and ATMs across the world including our 415+ ATM network
*Terms and conditions apply

Golden Saving Account... It´s all about VALUE

Call 19555

Confidence.. Distinction

